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Three members' of the Warren Cumm'SSton ap.
ainst the

^iaI HAVE news that is interesttug,, a }, ifficult for: hint o
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• b and who err: always on

d -F,01-ms of the 1!a erateprojec adamant' ,Warren vasBut EarlationInvesti .g
d' .registereand the criticisms were there€ore

official • Commission report said that the
The

F X "took an .unduly restrictive vit tF
o f its oIS

m revenKivc: aKcu.go.,
oordinated treatmentlly csination. A mote carefu
ve xesitlted in bring--:ll haof the Oswald case by the FBI might we

ing Oswald's activities to the attention of the Secret Service."

The three gentlemen who were healthy enough to dissent were
and Sen. Russell.d Hale Boggsd'F ,anorRepresentatives Gerald

nfair to criticize the FBI without'
it was uThey made the point that

suggesting what, of a concrete nature, the agency could have done,

and without weighing the meaning the kind of preventive activity

Justice Earl Warren seemed to be recommending on the rights' '

of the individual citizen.

I it is all very well grandly to suggest that the 'F BZ should pick

up more • suspects, or ttirn the names- of, those suspects, over to''

the Secret Service to-be picked up. '

Any implementation of 'such a' program would, however, end the

IFBI up -defending- its behavior before - guess who? Earl Warren

imself, -who - and this is what is infuriating about Mr. 'Warren's

criticism of the FBI -••• during the past years has done - everything

iwithin his power to undermine anti-subversive legislation, (for 'in-

stance, of the kind that might have put the spotlight oh Oswald),

and criminal-apprehension techniques (there was the famous Mal="
as released j e r'rapist-murderer wlory case, for instance, where a

' • cause he hadn't been arraigned soon enough: who went on to rape
I

again ). ' .. • . ' .
The task of sequestering anyone who might conceivably assassi'

ate a President - of the United States is overwhelming ; and it must

t aisway .J. Edgar Hoover to be castigated. for failing to
. n

The Washington Daily News

The Evening Star

New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American

New York Mirror

New York Daily News

New York Post

The New York Times

The Worker

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal

The National Observer

People's World

Date



It is. especially curious that the testimony of Mr: Hoover to -t
Warren 'Commission 'was not published . Why, orre wonders?
Because it would have deranged Mr. Warren's criticisms?

{ What, actually, is the Chief Justice recommending ? The FBI ha
estimated that in some areas of the country there ,are as many
as five thousand persons who are as likely to assassinate a Presi;. r -
dent as Lee Harvey Oswald was, judging ,only from his previous
record. They are communists, subversives, ultras of every variety,. ;
neo•fascists, men and women who • are emotionally unstable or

11€ demonstrably irrational in their Behavior.

It is seriously proposed that, letus say, every time'the President'aIr
comes to New York; five thousand people be picked up and tucked'
away somewhere,, until. the President is so gracious as to 'leave J
town? The proposal- is preposterous.

Clearly the principal responsibility rests on the President him- i
self. It is not fair for him to impose upon the Secret Service or -

r the FBI an undischargeable burden.

It is in the great tradition of political leadership to wave away. j
the bodyguards and mingle with, the people,; and one's republican ..
blood sties at . the sight of it. Charles de Gaulle entered Notre
Dame Cathedral on the day that Paris was liberated and walked

I
" majestically up the great aisle'even as snipers fired bullets all
around him from the choirloft.

He got away with it, but the whole point about personal heroism
is that sometimes, you. dpn'j get away with it. Otherwise, it
wouldn't be called hetoisrn. When you don't get away with it, it

V lis hardly fair to blame the -FBI. -
One would like to think thai a 'President could mingle among

his own people with, impunity. But we are a free society, Ere
even to the point, that men and women who think disorderly an
abusive thoughts nevertheless are unmolested until and unless they

yertjy, or are known to be afraid to act.pct o

PO

-P
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October 28, 1964

Dear Mr. Hoover:

You were very kind to write me. I am,

as always, at your service.

Yours cordially,

Wm. F uckley, Jr.
.^.

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover

Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington, D. C.

MIA

oc1 3 rk+^

r1

N^ 1964

yz C

fVOV 2 1964

Mr. Tolson...
Mr. Belmo J

3'. MO

^eL .h .1'I

er.
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. EvansI
Mr. Gale ^r
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. Sulliva n...
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room -
14Ziss
Miss Gandy_
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December 31, 1964

Dear Mr. Hoover:

You were very kind to write, and I shall

pass along your expression o£ gratitude to Mr.

Quincy.

My best wishes to you for a Happy New

Year. I am, as always, at your service.

Yours faithfully,

Wm. F . uckley, Jr.

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of 'Investigation
Washington, D. C.

r
1tr. Carr
Mr. Callahan__---
Mr. Conrad........
Mr. Pelt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan_ . -

Mr. Tavel. .
Mr. Trotter-._.-.
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes-.-
Miss Gandy
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O%FONAL FORM NO. to

- 11AY 1962 Eblr1ON

`GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

Memorandum

$010506

UNITED STATES G RNMENT

ale
osen^

SUBJECT:

p ng w ern .c es, n e n ng n v uc n s

DATE: 1-18-66

Tolson
DeLoach
Mohr
Casper
Callahan
Conrad
felt

Sullivan
Tavel
Trolt*r
Slick
Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

NATIONAL. REVIEW BULLETIN
JANUARY 18, 1988
ARTICLE ENTITLED 'CAPITAL BULLETIN" BY "QU.INCY"'

0 The- captioned bulleti issued by National Review Magazine,
liam . F._ Buckley,..Jx. , Editor , contains an item in its current issue

regarding an unnamed . chairman of a, government agency who was, in the
1940rs, "closely affiliated" with, a. communist cell in the government. At
that time this individual was solicitor for an- -mpoxtant-Federal. agency.
The article states that the FBI did a full field investigation prior-to This
promotion in 1961 to his present post. This report went to President-,_
Kennedy and to the Attorney General for tho rinformation and possible
action. The article indicates that those who handled the report were
deeply disturbed and cannot understand why the appointment was,made
public and sent for confirmation .to the Senate . It avers that when Congress 'r}
convenes the facts will be laid before-the appropriate committees 'of both
houses and although an effort will•be.made to open the FBI file, the writer

i dis e ulat othi ill b do e o i thi id alc

sur
1 Mr Wick Enclosure

BACKGROUND OF "QUINCY'.':

Bufiles reflect an article signed- by "Quincy" appeared in
the December 22, 1964 , "National Review Bulletin" which was favorable
to the Bureau and critical of the efforts of some individuals-to drive a wedge
between_ the Director and President Johnson. A letter of appreciation was \9
sent- by the Director to the Editor , William F .. Buckley, Jr. _ ^.

Our files fail, to reveal any information which, will serve to
identify the signer of the article . "Quincy" appears to be a pseudonym. • h

0EC-6lI V _ 9 9Je '- -' ^G ^,Enclo R
.1 - Mr. DeLoa.a`h' - `nrFT qur -11 ' j

JTO'B:jai.:. (4) 91 1 JAN 21 196 ' P dQ , continu over ? e5k. in

53 FEB 7 190
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Jones to Wick Memo
RE: NATIONAL REVIEW BULLETIN

This item undoubtedly refers to Joseph Charles Swidler
regarding whom we received a request for investigation from the' White
House on February 3, 1961, for the position of chairman, Federal Power
Commission (FPC). He is currently' in this position..

JOSEPH CHARLES SWIDLER:

Swidler was with the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
from 1933 to 1957 serving as General. Counsel in latter years. The
Bureau conducted several investigations: concerning Swidler; In 1941
he was the subject of a departmental applicant investigation in connection
with his employment as an attorney in the claims division,;' Department
.of Justice. In 1941-1942 we conducted a Hatch Act 'investigation, the
results of which were furnished to TVA. This agency advised on 5-16-42
the results did not require administrative action. He was the subject
of a loyalty investigation in 1951 which resulted 4n advice to the Bureau
from the'Civil Service Commission that Swidler was'tteligible on loyalty. ^t
We also conducted an Atomic Energy Commission (1 EC) investigation on
Swidler in 1951. In 1956 a i1Q:1 clearance was granted ham. by. the AEC.

All of these investigations were predicated on testimony
given by two individuals before Dies committee hearings -held in Knoxville,
Tennessee,. in 1940. Swidler was described as well-thought of by communist
elements and was possibly. pro-communist. It was alleged he associated
with such individuals. : Many persons felt Swidlerts desire was for
government ownership of public utilities, particularly in the power field,
as opposed to private enterprise.

A summary of the Bureau investigation conducted in 1961
for the White House was furnished to at the
White House dated February 27, 1961. • Bufiles contain no information
concerning Swidler other than material previously fur,h.ished' to the White
House. Identification files reveal no arrest record to date.

RECOMMENDATION: .
1>6
r?c

In view of the article which-currentl appears in the Capital
Bulletin, the attached letter to be approved and
forwarded to him at the White House with a copy of the "Quincy" article
and the summary furnished t _ on February 27, 1961. -

v
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January 19, 1966

BY LIAISON

4

Special ass s President
The White House
Washington, D. C

Dear

r

J

i\)
ry

requestbb the ite House in 1961, and a copy of the results of that

11'7

who is trasen ,! o tl^p F4 _ *er CQ4a #lOu:
The Fly road ed an invostlg ion cohceru"` Mr.: will it at the

"National Review Bulletin. ''!? • -_ ^^

his item describes an unnamed "ChatE a . of a
g9vernmoht agency" and may refer to Joseph CharleO vOcller

'Quincy," which appeared in- the January 18, 1986, Issue of the

I

"Capital
I thought you would be interested in the item

J ttitled Capital Bulletin signed with the apparent pseudonym

A Py of that report is enclosed for your, ` urination.
n dated . Felraary 27, 1961, was furnished to

No additional pertinent Information is contained in FBI files
regarding this *dividual.

^. 9le^

The fingerprint files of the Identification Division
of the FBI contain no arrest data identifiable with Mr. Swidler
based upon available background rraat l 7 5

Tolson
hmoh, ENCLO

Mohr !.^
. +

_
T ^1C^^yyCasper •^^-ri

V ^t;e r7^ ,t Cr7^Tt^fvCallohan t^J
.Ull ^.7 J. ,(^, d

Conrad ' i nr..an^.iaiL+ rr1!

diucerelours
FEB 8 1966

Gale - 1 W. DeLoach - sent with cover memo
Rosen
Sullivan t • ` r. Wick - stint with cover memo
T"^

Mt. Sullivan - sent with cover MemoTrot r

`" OTEt to be delivered by liaison . See J nes to De Wick ern dated 1-18-66,
Review Bulletin January 18, 19 6.alioned "NaHT c t .tmos

3andy MAIL ROOM T£LETYI'£ UNIT

-•Jw6kS;Jdh 47$
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It there suppression of news In Washington7 f.adfss'and

Gentlemen, I offer the following in evidence. It U a story

that several ceTomnists and a number of Washington cor•.

respondents two tied to'spring loose. it remains burled,

!hough it has the potential of another Nis case:

N. X to ths.chofiman of a government agency. He U

known far deaIdons which Increase his power, hurt the to.

duslries he regulates, do nothing for the consumer, but can.

tribute mightily to the process of totailtartanfeing the United

States Government . Among those in the knew, Mr. X Ii
regarded as a leftwrtented administrator and an invatisrote
colonizer of the Federal Government with people beholden

to him or shoring his Ideology, Ho hot met an a regular

basis with powerful members of she Adminktration, inctud•

Ing one Supreme Court justice, for the purpose of piecing

people In bay government jobs.'

But Mr. X'has a skeleton in his closet. Back in the 1940x,

he was-to quote sworn testimony at the Ilene--"closely

affiliated" with a Communist ce11'"Tnthe goveirsrnonf. 7fiW-

calf included at feast one person who has since gone to

prises for denying his eompileisy in Communist activities. At

the time, M. X was sofldtor for an Important federal

agency.

He has moved upward and onward over she years unfit

he was promoted in 19451 to his present sensitive past When

he received his appointment, the FBI did a full field fn•

vustigatton. The report on Mr. X's past went to President

I

v.:v

^l'' Kennedy. It was also placed on Attorney General Robert Sessional outmiers are attar.

F. Kennedy's desk for his Information and possible action. When Congress convents, the facts will be laid before

Those who are familiar with Justice Department procedures the approprloto committers of House and Senate. Two will

try that it would have been Impegiblo for Bobby Kennedy get you live that nothing is done about it. Aber all, politics

not for bave road the report, Is one thing, heroics is another. A few stabs may be mode

The records of the FBI end the contents of Its reports on at opening the FBI file to congressionot Investigators, but

the invostigollue of government personnel arc, of course, this will got nowhere. No formal hooting will be held, nor

not open to anyone encopt with the express pormtssian of the , will the facts be aired far public viewing. Those who wish to

President and at the pleasure of she Attorney Onnorol.- : press the issue mill be treated as cranks-or wane.

ThoreFore,- whnt is locked away In Mr. X's file is burled In Yet the cwtlanol security Is threatened if Mr. X is what

shadow, Slnco thole matters are handled by human beings;; the lastlmony and the investigative files would Indicate. But

however, secrecy is sometimes a mailer of semantics. the national security no longer seems of poramvurit import-

All that can be sold at this time is that those who handled note, and has not been since the timid convinced them.

the X report and ovatuotad the contents of his file were deop• solves that the attack on Senator McCarthy was against bit

iy disturbed. They cannot understand why the appodntnient" "methods" and not his partial success in arousing the Awed.

was made public and sent for confirmation by the Senate. con people.

They cannot . boltave that the chairman and ranking Re., to a time not beset by the hysterid of tie professional

publican- member of the committee which 'pasted on the liberals and the fronted Yoiniks, It could be toted by a

appointment could have been advised of the filers contents, courageous cengresslvnol ' loader that the allegations In

' •• ' -the case of Mr. X should be Investigated In the Interacts

• In this instance, there are other matters involved In this' of both the country and the Individual affected. Such an

great concern to thole who know the invastgafian could be condudad with o minimum of politicscase which cerise

facts , Those mailers cannot be discussed without making and a mosdmvm of probity.

e known the Identity of Mr. X. But this writer can vouch for
their importance .. , • But the limn- being what they are , there will be no

l• ' Blocking disclosure of this story Is no fear of libel action. staiosmonilke approach . The mailer wilt be threshed out

Enough at It Is privileged to give It body-and the roes can in the aroma, If It Is threshed out at all, by the se l F-pro.

h"•" be edduetd.f o'riilhppukllshvbioiB2h ,-StoridingInffia way pallod'leplila on who are noFGlimliloled 'bylhnoF8 warn-

s of disclosure Is something for more shiners rho determined ing, Yatenli non rd Injusle. .

efforts of a small group to moire mention of Communist Ironically, since Mr. X Is not an appntntee of the Johnson

j antler pro - Communist Inillirollon of !ho government ox- Administration , the President could cover himself with glory

Y
tremoly hoxardaus . The outcry of the red-handed Innocents and all the accoutrements of Impartiality by inslslfng on a

d' b dfi it i jid b hfMCh fll fidonsible hearing of all the charges anecomeseaenng assoney carges ocarty.u,ar, an resp

Irm" and "John Bfr;hltm," Nuisance suits are mounted which their onswen. Would this be too much to ask? Echo answers

sap the blood of any publication involved. No wonder than to brazenly that there Is no need to report the answer,

' QUINCYthat prudent editors stand clear-which I, what the pro. ' . P
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Honorable WlUtam F. Buckley, Jr.
Editor
Nations, Review
150 Vast 35th Street
New York, Ne* York 1Q016

Dear Mr.- ]Buckley:

It was 1ndeed;thoughtW of you to s^ nd
f'

me an xnscrlbed •cgpy of your hook a .titled "T e Ununakdng

tH'elF l- s^ ne it'6jfbdgfon pa &i§eM'a id 124,6: areau..

offaa favor.." . I-very ranch appreoiateayour kindness and

am loc k ng forward to reading it: ap,

OCT 20 1966 Sincerely yours,

NOT: Nlr . Buckley is. on the Special. Corresponcents'. L st.e ID i c
have had very cordial relations with him and he has supported the
Director and the Bureau in his editorials and magazine .. He and
[r et the Director. in 1962. A quick review of the book refle ct`s
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OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

October 18, 1966

This book, "The Unmaking of a
Mayor," was sent to the Director,

MR. TOLSON -

MR. DELOACH .

MR.tMOHR

MR.

MR. GASPER

MR, CALLAHAN

MR. CONRAD

MR. FELT

MR. GALE

with a return address of 150 East
MR. ROSEN -

MR
AN

35th Street , New York 16 , New York.4,
. Si]LLIV

^ 7 MR TAVEL -

it is inscuibed:

"For J. Edgar Hoover -

- With gratitude,

Wm F. Buckley Jr."

m3m

may, .
MR, TROTTER.

MR. JONES ^-

'IZT EL E. ROOM

MISS HOLMES -

.MRS METCALF

5

I



OPTION.[ 1ORM '10. 10

0SA'614. REC. No. 97

SUBJECT:

-A emorancl%t

$010-.106

UNITED STATES GO.O"'.NMENT

Mr, DeLoach

Mr. Wa.^;4
t

Ate.., ..: S DI.TOR.

DATE: 2-2-66

t! . Z7 .^ 11

The following is set forth for record purposes.

BACKGROUND:
bE

b'? C

lb7L)

Reference is made to a recent note to (you) Mr. DeLoach
from William Buckley concerning a libel suit against "National Review"
involving the publishing of names of persons as members of the
Communist Party. The publication had carried an article in 1956
stating that an FBI informant had appeared before the House Committee
on Un-American Activities (HCUA) in New Haven in 1956 and gave
information on communist acti'rities among Yale students. , The article
stated further that James Kelly, Robert Crarie., and Pasquale Vecchione
were among the .Coxnmunis Party members. Buckle su esf' . oyou
that possibly the, informant (whoa he identified as could
testify at the upcoming libel trial and identify these individuals as
communists.

You, accordingly,

his suit.
advised Buckley that we could not be of assistance in connection with

contaqed you and stated that while Idid not men i W9%JAv966 T

names he ha given them to Buckley in a

telephone call . claims ihai nis willing to `des --

to that'telephone conversation v
t Backlev but is reluctant to do so unless

the FBI give . him ermission. asked if we could intercede in an _

effort to hav (cooperate with l3'uck . f ir^ .,connection with his I''"

I - Mr. DeLoach
I -^ Mr. Wick

F69, Fr̂ '(5)

FEB 3 196

- -(continued=offmhext page

To1SOn _
y A DeLogch
a ;Mohr

^U;par
Callahan
Conrad

Felt
Gale
Ro:en
Sul IIvan
Tavel
Tractor

Tere. Room
Holmes
Gandy



R. E. Wick to Doach
RE: William Buckley, Editor

ACTION TAKEN:

Wick today tol that'the FBI could not become
involved in this matter; that we could not contactand that
any ar}•:̂ ngements made with would have to b e among themselves.

RECOMMENDATION

For information.



onorablo WWWUW V, Fu r, j
Editor
xational 'Review
150 East 3 Streit

' e r or , New ` '6r: .1001$

Dcem*eri}.O6

Dear Mr, Bmo ey:

Aay aoamiAtea and:, I e grateful for yo
15 in .9 POt And weA0 that o e orta.'wi . conanue

our iponodaw-,,

• e $ .e xr~wb c lane ben ter. recently.

r

Beare rcpt ia^y sincere th kks for your
most per ep ve col n. entitled "The Sizzling M putet
Why Is RF. c g?". TOW cISiv .nalysid o re : *ta
w openly dfiewmonted ez'tanI r ,pprec a :ec ' as. it
Y h doh ticb tc correot fiche m Cements .ndd_ , e µ.

REG5

a B.ar a6""r

Tolson
DeL.oach

Mohr
Wick -
Casper
Callahan
Conrad _
Pall -

JAN_251957

I W Mr. Wick - Enclosure (Sent with memo to Acting AG of same date)
I - Mr. DeLoach Enclosure (Sent with memo'to Acting AG of same date)

NOTE: Mr. Buckley is on the Special Correspondents' List and is

I -,New York

favorably.d,sposed toward the FBI.

Gale N
Rosen

I

Sullivan
Tavel

Trotter
Tele. Room
Holmes
Candy .
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T -FIRST IT APPEARS to be a semantic problem,
nothing more; but as one looks more closely, it ;

acco.,:cs ; titanic character struggle, an unfortunate

col;: _-quence of which is that it leaves everyone Won-

idsrins whether Hoover or Kennedy is telling the truth,

nn, , p actically no one wondering why either of t1r em

(should think thorit is a great deal here to hide, I. e,,

Ito be worth telling falsehoods about.

vro first distinction 13 between k the wiretap and the

fmIclophone (bug), The use of the wlsctap Is regulated by

Ian ; not to the bug, which wee invented Ycara after the

Congress hasn't got ^Per some reason (inertia )wireta lat+ ,.p .
,fitigma . It is strange that Kennedy 'didn't

around to extending to bugs the reservations It' insists on
get his xtlan;

stranger still that he did not know his mass.
jwith reference to wiretaps.

The general reeling in the justice nepartment, how-

II•.

; , 'ENAI,LY, the most interesting point of all. WhyANDever; ha.- been that it would be unsportsmanlike to take a4-
overtd i +' h 'dl i ? C hi ongl ess assvanta;,0 of the technicality by using bugs with abandon. y rune ng so ea c y of c

authorized the wiretap under 'certain o ances, and
when HooverAnd co the dispute is over the question whether, middleinferentially the microphone , In. the middle of President

'used hie bugs, Kennedy. an Attorney General, was aw+

of their use, even' as he acknowledges being aware of the

use of wiretaps, as required by Congress. %

Certainly Hoover seems to have got the best Of - •thO

credibility argument. -

KENNEDY SAID, publicly that he was • not. aware that
bugs were being used. Whereupon Hoover promptly,, pro-
duced a, letter signed "Robert F. Kennedy" raising the puce-.
tion of leasingtelephone lines which would' connect up to
the Fay's bugs.

Kennedy retaliated by producing a contemporary effi
davlt'from one Evans, a former liaison official between hitm-
self as attorney general and the FBI, which affidavit stated
that Evans had never spoken to Kennedy on behalf' of the
FSF on the subject of bugs. • '

Whereupon Hoover produced e. memorandum from t1 .
Remo Evans dated 1961 in which he reported that he hs.;,
discussed with Kennedy, at the request of Hoover, the, u,
of microphones under certain circumstances, and Kennedy
had expressed himself as "pleased" that . these should be
used, subject to the self-denying ordinance , "whero,possible
in organized crime matters." , I ,

Question: Is Evans (who Is no longer with the .FBI)
more credible in 1966 about what he did In 1961; . or mor4
exod:be in 1901 about what-ho did In 19617

"W"orld Journal Tribune"
New York, New York •
December 15. 1966

1 .And then there are several witnesses who •wcrQ in the
same roots with Kennedy when he listened to a taped con-

s vc:r,i;c;i in IAs Vegas between two -hoods discussing the t
unliw;.^^y local appointment of an honest police chief. Brace
yourself . Kennedy says he didn ' t know the conversation had
been eavccciroppedl He thought , presumably, 110 was listen-
Ing to C135. . •-- '

WHY DID K1,;Nr1EDY do it? Lot us disdain the moral
questions , Inasmuch as they are generally thought to be .

i tangential In politics, and wonder not why Kennedy told an
• untruth . but why hr. thought he could ttet away with it?

Hoover is a meticulous man. It is his profession'to safe-
guard evidence. Now very' unlikely that he would be without
the evidence to back up his statement that Kennedy had
been continuously aware of eavesdropping activities by the 1 -
Tiureau. More likely Kennedy thought that Hoover had the
(evidence, all, right, but that he would mot use It, so ooVetous
is he for the privacy of his files.

But Hoover had been maneuvered Into an impossible
situation, Unless he denied Kennedy's public charge of last
Juno that the FBI acted without authority in bugging tho
Las Vegas hoods, the.FBI_ was acting in effect outside the

1 law, it Is difficult for a 'mart whose profession has been
jas chief- ]aw-cnforccr of the nation to accept lightly such a

s term, an assistant attorney general wrote to Sen.Kennedy
Samuel Ervin stathlg. that 7J wiretaps were in use, and 67. € • `
]bugs. We now know that they were•being'tised with-.the ex-
lplicit approval of Kennedy, indeed that he was "pleased"
at the knowledge that they were being used. Why now i^ ho - p V ,
so • ashamed?

Presumably because the ideological objection to eaves-
dropping Is fanatically construed in quarters whose good ^•;
graces Kennedy seeks ardently. There are. people In the .^ •;

world whose' opposition to eavesdropping sometimes scents
so total that. they would object to eavesdropping into a con-
versation that foretold an intention to launch Pearl Harbor,

Congress has made most of the relevant distinctions- • ''
eavesdropping should be permitted under special supervision ;`;•'

,

l of the attorney general to safeguard the national security
and aid In the apprehension of major criminals. if, the at-
Forney general abuses the right let the attorney general- be
criticized or sacked; but must the weapon, invaluable as

E a means of protecting society, be eschewed?

A vigorous defense by Kennedy of the use of bugs under
certain cl such circulnstanees as he
authorized during his tenure-=-would have been bracing to
the realists, but Kennedy-the ' same Kennedy who began

i his tenure as attorney- general by ,asking for ast even wider •
use of eavesdropping mechanisms--has learned .1115 liberal

I
catechisms Indelibly, and is, until the spell Is broken, .com•

1 plete1)t la i ral1. : • ": '. 4

Page 30
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO = Mr. DeLoach DATE: April 20, 1967

FROM : R. E. Wick

0 .
SUBJECT: WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.

"FIRING LINE"
INVITATION FOR DIRECTOR TO TAP
TELEVISION SHOW WITH BUCKLEY

Tolson

DeLoach
Mohr.

aspcr
Callahan ...
Conrad -

Felt ....^
Gale
Rosen
Sull$van -
Tavel -
Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes -
Gandy

1/

Mr. .Buckley for subsequent broadcast oh-.the above television show,
She stated, the--subjects to be' discussed would be mutually agreeable to
Buckley and,Mr. Hoover and could be taped at a local television station̂ ,D,

number of stations throughout,the country.. stated that
Mr. Buckley is to be in Washington eifli . the week1Qf.May 1, 1967,
or May 15, 1967, and he had asked her to)determine if Mr.. Hoover
would-be agreeable to taping a one-hour television show with

By reference from the Director's Office, Bishop in my
Mice received a call, on the afternoon of 4/19/67 from [ I

wh is connected with the television show, "Wi iam de ey s
)L_Firing Line, " which is televised weekly from 10:00 ' to 11:00 p.m. on

Saturday nights over NewYork TV Station W R- T and is seen on a

in Washington; .'

Bishop explained tol that Mr. Hoover's
schedil.e is extremely heavy and it was doubtful that it would be possible
for Mr. Hoover to work with Mr. Buckley in making this program.
Since she insisted that Mr. Buckley was most anxious to have
Mr. Hoover on the program, Bishop advised her he would check wi
the Director.

Buckley is the Editor of "National Review, " New York
City and has been most favorable to the Bureau. ,.

RECOMMENDATLON

6MAY 2 1967None.

by the Telephone Room to the effect that he did not wish to appear on the '
program, Bishop subsequently advised telephonically on
4/20/67 that Mr. Hoover's schedule made it impossi .le for him to-tape
this interview, although he appreciated Mr. Buckley's invitat^'io .`-`''

In view of the Direr or's n icft on the pink slip prepared .

1 -- Mr. DeLoach
I - Miss Holmes 1 - Mr. Jone

TEB:dse (6)"I - Miss Gandy

For information.

T APR 25 1967

t ^tv
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UNITED STA'T'ES G O RNMENT

Memorandum

0

LLIAM F. BUCKLEY
'FIRING LINE " TV PROG_RAMp„

30"';M. , SUNDAY, 2--X8-68

DATE:

S
2-19-68

Tolsol1
DeLoach
Mohr

Bishop
Casper
Callahan
Conrad

Feelt

^ Rosen
v ^JJa avel

GV'J Trotter
Telc. Room

Holmes
Gandy

The above-captioned program was monitored by SA
Crime Research Section.

It will be recalled that former Assistant to the Director
. 3Nichols recently advised you that one of the panelists on the .;shays,

Led C .erne, Executive Director of the Research Institute ofAmerica,
Vl

may,. >r
ma e a statement o the show that he had opposed former Senator Joseph
McCarthy in his campaign for Senator from Wisconsin in 1946 because
McCarthy was supported by communists. Cherne said he had consulted
Mr ;Nichols of the FBI about this and Nichols had 'suggested that he
oppose McCarthy. Mr. Nichols advised you that he had no recollection
of this incident and was certain he never so advised, Cherne. He said
he had contacted both Cherne and Buckley about this matter and he had
indicated he would delete Cherne's remark from the show-,

ti

No reference to this incident was contained'in the show as
Jbr^adcat in Washington. The program consisted mainly,; of a discussion
concerning the alleged cropped photograph of Private I and
Army Secretary Stevens which figured l prominently during the Army--
McCarthy hearings. Appearing on the program were R:ay Cohn, former
assistant to Senator McCarthy during the hearings, James D. St. Claixf ,

_jRobert Welch, Leo Cherne, mentioned above and
Emile DeAntonio , co-producer of the movie "Point of Order" which was
about the Army-McCarthy hearing:s: t: ' u°

Also discussed during the psbgram by Roy,C;phn-and-'tarries
St.,Clai; was the incident in which a member ofsWelch's
lawlirm,was`bxought up during the hearings by'Senator McCarthy and
his former membership in the National Lawyers Guild alluded,to bby.him

Drp 7}

b6

-
1 - Mr. Sullivan

7p2,`
YJ ""''-.r,, , Mr

_ k ;^ CONTINUED OVER
r- Mr. Bishop 1 - Mr. Morrell.
JWO'B:mac (8'} 1 - Mr. Jones

to fi e, FES ^^ 19G
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11
M

M. A. Jones to Bishop memo
RE: WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY

Cohn said that prior to Senator McCarthy's revelation concerning
he had an agreement with Welch not to bring uinto

giving him an opportunity to make a dramatic refusal to discuss
further during the hearings and by making it possible for

Welch to finish his cross-examination on a grand gesture involving
principle.

the McCarthy hearings . Re Cohn said he mentioned this agreement
to Senator McCarthy before •was brought up and
McCarthy had agreed not to discuss in the hearin s. Cohn
said that the Senator lost his temper an mentionedijanyway
and accused Welch of attempting to place an individual who had
communist sympathies as a member of his, McCarthy ' s, committee.
Cohn agreed that by this action McCarthy played into Welch' s hands

At no time during the hearings was the Bureau or the
Director mentioned.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

h6
b7c



TO

"NATIONAL REVIEW"
5-30-67 ISSUE

Pelt
Gala

g71 {l'FORM HO. 10 3010-106

GSA G£U. REG . N0. 27

*̂ERNMBNTUNITED STATES

FROM

memorandum
Mro Mohr

J. Jo Casper

SUBJECT-

f^%

f

DATE: May 26, 1967

1 -- Mir, Mohr
I - Mre Casper
1-- Mra DeLoach
1 - Mra Wick

V

Ca
Co

Rosen
solllvaa
Tavel
Trotter
Tole. Hoer,,-

;r

Mr, Tolson inquired whether the publication of a "parody"
of an alleged New York Times article concerning the Director which
appears in the 5-30-67, issue of the "National Review" could be the"
subject of legal action against the magazine and its publ.islaex William
Buckley, Jra'

Our research indicates that a tort action charging ,defamation
could be maintained only if certain facts could be proven.` The,AnTerican
Law Institute Restatement of the Law of Torts, one of the authoritative
sources in this area, says that it is libel per se to accuse a man falsely
of sexual misconduct, However,,, it also provides that "the meaning of a
communication is that which the recipient correctly, or mistakenly but
reasonably, understands that it was intended to expresso " "If the commun-
"Ncation is reasonably understood in a defamatory sense by the recipient,
If is immaterial that the person making the communication intended it to
be understood in an innocent sense. T° "In determining the meaning of a
communication, words; whether written or spoken, are to be construed
together with their context, Words which standing alone may reasonably
be understood as defamatory may be so explained or qualified by their
context as to make such an interpretation unreasonable. Doe The context
of a defamatory imputation includes all parts of the communication which
are ordinarily heard oir read with it,, r Thus, the text of a newspaper article
is ordinarily not the context of the headline, although it may explain or
qualify a defamatory imputation conveyed when the headline alone is read,
This is so because the public frequently reads only the headlines of a
newspaper or reads the article itself so hastily or imperfectly as not to
realize the full significance thereof. On the other hand, the entire contents
of, .personal letter are considered as the context of any part thereof because
afrecipient of such a letter ordinarily_reads the entire communication at
one time0 " f `;! cps= `V 7 .- .

JA
(5)

1 , .

2JUM 7 1967,

6V
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to
Memorandum J. J. Casper to Mr. Mohr
Re: "National Review"

5-30-67 Issue

i

Therefore, since Buckley has attempted to explain his lack
of good judgment in this instance by claiming that "he would be gravely
concerned if anyone misunderstood the article . . . " we would have to prove,
in an action at law, that his efforts to indicate the material was merely a
"Parody" were not sufficient and that the ordinary reader of the article would
accept the material at face value without comprehending its intended significance.
In view of this, there appears to be little basis for a successful libel action..

This case is not controlled by such decisions as New York
Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U. S. 254 (1964) because there the publication
concerned the official conduct of a public officer while here the allegations
concern personal conduct.

RECOMMENDATION:

None . . . for information.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM : G. E . MalmfeldtQfr

SUBJECT: WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.
EDITOR
NATIONAL REVIEW
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

expense of. e: vises off.

M

Tolson
DeLoaah
M

C ape
Callahan
Conrad
EelL
Gale

h 7 Rosen
sollfvan
Tavel -
Trotter

One June 25th the Director received a copy of

Mr. Buckley ' s new book entitled "The Jeweler ' s Eye ." It was
received without cover letter but with a card saying it was sent
with the compliments of the author . The FBI is not mentioned.

It will be recalled Mr. Buckley was removed from

the Special Correspondents List May 25 , 1'9F6i;r at -the irector's
instructions following Buckleey's preparation of a mockedijoxial
of the NewYork Times which appeared in the "N?.Ekanal:.;R xi.ew''r
orsIVlay30th; he°xeBucey 'attempted to be humorous .at.the

RECOMMENDATION:

In view of the above, it is recommended that the
receipt of the book not be acknowledged.

w

R

A - Mr. DeLoach
I - Mr. Bishop

AWT f` s (4)
V

JULf8me

r

DAE: 6-27`=68

'6 JUG, 2 1968

I
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i'p OFFICE OF DIRECTOR

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

(6/25/68)

he attached book, '`The:
Jeweler;J Eye," was sent to
the Director with the
compliments of. the author,
William F. uckley, Jr.

MR. TOLSON w--

MR. DELOACH .

MOHR

BISHO

MR. CASPER -

MR. CALLAHAN

MR. CONRAD.-.

MR. FELT

MR. GALE -

MR. ROSEN

MR. SULLI VAN

MR. TAVEL ---

MR. TROTTER.

MR, JONES -...

TEL.E. ROOM -

MISS HOLMES -

4

30

i

According to the Index, there
are no references to the Director
or the FBI in the book.

rF+r*' r F0

r

Compliments of the Author

ZG4 U U L 16

h6

b7

-- oTREE DD
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'St-c15O L. 35th
sec York Gity . .^6 , . tia- ' civic , ' .

Dear .qtr.' Bucit1py.i .

your article o "Kit& s . K . ,i er «^. idhb etpdd-.Him?" appeared , in

^EL £j 'tl (i ryF^'^

co:4,, iii'. €^dSax ; Ha}aer ¢ ^y fs t; s5^, a
".^o^a rc+n tttaxt ^Tghu iiuchcinit xtr . Jr

to t d public,.'

ham , to discover tho wots - Vesponn ibis for the. to m ' n o . t to ehtxz-oht
.they oily stayed a ictt `days an4 , their, report O. not been reloa ed

he edete1' dova ent. sent tot .m'S

bombing 'of the .N gro Ch ch 'vn MOTO OCCO .ousi
church in' .the article.. , T.V o.uewecestera hate referred 'ta .tfle„' ; '' • '
th ip Birmiu hx n Nowt on 1ti y 5, 1968~ `ou ie+ 0.+ed : to the Bii)A Ghz • =.

be July . 23 issue n ''.*Lo k", it referred to the -winder , of: four 1itt .e
In 3 as -3aid% no s story

,oh,
"Siditav Poiti.erl' w 1 h lppezared in

girls in B .tmLngti Ott page' Si.

ledm who bopbed ;# tie .church ,: °w?ny have tyre of b di told?: ' Why Vnot ._ _ .. /
'

,
'voaultdd in '.tine .deet+Sx^ .af fimui Nogro 'Siri. b. :If

about t}te h"h4ne :of . the PiraSro Church ,fin B emits ism that,south -

o .. the , cri uei.' W90;let the tiub1 .'c. •i naty

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Del.da
M'MohrMr.
r..Bish

Mr. Gasper-
Mr. C^llahan_._.

Sullivan-
fe1r. T el: _

nix.; Trotter -
Tele, Rq,Bm...
Miss.' T olmes. ----

Miss .Garidy_



July-o; 1969

*norable llIam F. Buckley, Jr,
V itcar4n Cbtef
ational.. Review
1Q East 35th Street
New Tork^ New 'orb, 10018

Deax''Mr Buckley-

yoit for your thoughtfulness' in render me the 3nfor-
mation on T 6, - lympia Press and for your invitation. to join in . suit
against o vi the ubl.shet.

faith in it wheat does come incd4,4tall to the r attention, s ° f

a lawsuit would not undo the damage already done; those who want to boli ve
the wOrst about a public figure will never be convinced of the contrary.
Second, those who cater to them thrive on publicity, and sometimes find
in that publicity more effective, advertising than is otherwise available to
them. Third, l frankly doubt that such . lawsuit 'would be "sealed" from
start to-fin sh. The right of .appeal alone, to say naothing of other pbssibil-
hies, would seemingly bring the matter to public knowledge. And last'j
years ,of a perlence• in berg a target-for. persotal attacks ofmany kinds
made by many different elements of society have co inced Tare that the vast
maa parity of the American people either read this eort of thing norjut any

I shaxe y itr disgust at being mode a target of defamation
for profit,, and I have no reason to- doubt the j9tated view of your attorney
that the law still leaves room for a sweessfal lavvs t this case. I am
not convinced, howover, that It would be wise for me to bring' suit. First,

C16
,

k^
05T

kew, Sincerely yours, '°""

Mr. DeLoaci i tytk

jNOTE:jU fMased on memo Casper to Mohr, 7/1/69, re: "Libel
and Slander, " DJD:aga.

MAIL ROOM = TELETYPE UNIT= ' I

Bishop ;,
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UNITED STATES GOVMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr . Mohr

FROM J. J. C

SUBJ ECT: LIBEL AND SLANDER

luffm

JUL 241
hat attached letter be sent to Wiliam F. Buckl Jr.

1.^ 111P. 10
" t: di

Enclosures
1 - Mr. DeLoach

V.

DATE: July 1, 1969

S

L-? c

cep
Ca

Cant
Felt
Gale
Rosen
Sullivan
Tavel
Trotter
Tele. Room

Gandy
Holmes

Attached confidential memorandum of June 24,. 1 969,,- orn_
William F Buckley,....Jr. , to the Di eetcr.,.and other.L.prominent_persans_Jrequests
eac o e recipients.,. o j pin,B.uckley .in. a lawsuit. against.-Maurice,G rodias and
his company, The Olympia' Press, for libel 'contained in a book recently printed
by an affiliate of The Olympia Press.

Training Division agrees with the reported opinion of Buckley's
lawyer that the lawsuit would be successful. The leading Supreme Court decision
of New York Times Company v. Sullivan , 376 U. S. 254 (1964) permits suit for
libel and slander by public-figures and public officials against those who have made
defamatory charges in reckless disregard of whether those charges are true or
untrue. The case here is precisely that. The publisher has made a defamatory
charge against many scores of persons, ancient and modern, in what he frankly..
labels "a Hearsay Reference Work. " It is obvious on its face that the publisher
has published this "Hearsay" information with a reckless disregard of whether it
is true or not, without any basis for knowing whether it is true, and without any
attempt to determine whether it is true. This appears to be almost a classic
example of defamation in reckless disregard for the truth. It is actionable.

The wisdom of, suit is doubtful. First, we do not credit the statement
reportedly made by the clerk of the court that the matter would be,sealed. New
York courts can seal a private lawsuit, but the loser has the right of appeal which,
would unseal the record. Second, it may be the publicity which could be had from
a lawsuit that the accused wants most to get. Third, Buckley indicates no financial
target that would make the lawsuit pr-,pfitable in the money sense. For these reasons

a
RECOMMENDATION:

joining Buckley in the lawsuit . 'aaVE27^2.
'`.:

and others stated in the attached su ested letter to Buckley we do hot recomme

I Mr. Bijs
,I&
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October 1, 1970

Dear

I have received the copy of your letter of $eptem-r

ber 24th 'to Mr. ' William Buckley and am grateful for your 'thought--

'fliliness in sending it to me. _ ' Your support of this-Bureau is very

met your approval.

much appreciated and it is hon6d. ur endeavors will continue to

Sinceirely yours,

J. Edgax Hoover.:

c.11 ^.
CD

Birmingham - Enclosure

r.'

1 -tNOTE: Bufiles disclose we wrote in May, 1964, acknowledging
regarding the Director s-admrnistration of me-FBi.

Tolson.
Sullivan
Mohr "
Bishop

Brennan ,_C.D.
callahan
Casper
Cionrnd'
Felll
Role
Rosen
Tnonl I

Walters
S4ynrs
Tole. Room
1lolmes
Gandy

FMG:bam, (4) ;

MAIL ROOM 1 TELETYPE UNIT
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MY. Villi= Bt ckl y
FIRING LINE
Aubu= TeL vision
Aubuxxas .{t.4ac

bear Mr,.. Buekleyt

This is to - e ur strong position to a remark
that was made by a 2^; ,, Oa a reur Program teoently, and

AII

F1^

aclrnowledgect by you, hat Mr', J . Edgar Hoover is I' a joke's:

We happen to believe that our country owes a deep debt of
gratitude to Mr . Hoover, and to repeat such propagand#..on
your program without clarl 'ying -the eleme4t Prom which it
must have oolne , is to underline a man and an office that Sts
VeX9 x!npoxtant to every one Ox' Uss

Years ago I wrote Mr :. Hooter of 'any personal appreoia.tion
for his selfless servtce$ regardless of politioo and personal
sacrifices, $ the t he will know oe to n ordinary ci±tize .s'
are still willing to "go to bad" for hang , a copy of tha,a
letter is being s4ent , his way*

If you have any am war youA d. like to make y you may want
also to send hit a copy,

XbPyt iR 4 tiTa' J .. oovc^3'

4

itt.,
Heflin) Ala, 56264
Sept ., 249 1870

Sincerely yours,

Copy n'E FOR M'R. .OLSOX

VolsM

Mr.Bren
Mr. Callalj{.mm
Mr. Casper _
Mr. Conrad_
Mr. Felt- ..w.
Mr. Gale. ___--
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel._..._`_.
Mr. Walters-
Mr. Soyars-
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes..____
Miss Gandy



`Mr. ci'alson . F/ E
Mr < el.nachv-- E

^ Mr. ^°' s t^,' ;•
f^,f .MrAl hr H

Mr. ('a1i1"i1TiY i

ntr. C^i^E'^_i L t

`WTI, vii.^^

14tx. :+uf:5San.

PLAYBOY

I

T:Lve1..._ 1G__.

b1r. S,yars._.

Tc1e. Room

Miss MMolmes-
Miss Gandy

April 17, 1970

Dear Mr. Hoover:

It is our pleasure to send you the
enclosed interview with illiam F.
Buckley , Jr., reprinted`from the
May issue of PLAYBOY' Magazine.

IWe would be delighted to hear -•- and
would certainljr value --- any comments
,you have concerning this interview
1 which we night use in our Letters to
I the Editor column.

Sincerely,

A. C. Spectorsky
Editorial Director

ACS: djw
Encl.

ja7oPL YBOY BUILDING • 919 N. MICHIGAN AVe, . tH ^ICAG060611MAY 2 1 12 C1131
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a candid conversation with the acidulous columnist, polemicist,
editor, broadcaster and articulate exemplar of conserz at.ism
"Hello, my learned friend. How goes

the cnnpirc?" Recently returned from a
fact-finding trip to Vietnam and in the
midst of one of the several speaking
lours he makes each year to spread the
conservative word, William F. Buckley,
Jr., is on the: long-clistancc line with Henry
Kissinger, President Nixon's top foreign-
policy advisor. The call is chatty, but
Buckley assures him---by way of pream-
ble to a debriefing session that will take
place later in Washinglon-----drat "all the
indices are good" over in Saigon. "As
usual," he adds, "I think I've found the
keys to the universe."
"As usual" is right. When he was six

years old, Buckley wrote the Icing of
1;ngland that it was high time for that
country to get serious about repaying
its World War One debt. Al prep
school, he crashed a faculty meeting to
denounce a teacher for refusing to allow
him to express his political views in class.
And within 18 hours of his arrival at a
San Antonio Army base in 19-16, he had
written the commanding general that
the post was rnisnianaged. An inter-
ihedia?y intercepted that letter-one of
the few times cooler heads have prevent-
ed Buckley. from expressing himself. "To
the extent that one has confidence in
one's intuitions," Buckley told an inter-
viewer some years ago, "one wants to
share them. I have 'areal confidence in
?nine." During the past two decades, he
has used every propaganda device except
the teach-in to broadcast those intuitions
and, in so doing, has found himself char-
acterized as "an unprincipled, egocentric

intellectual exhibitionist," "the most
dangerous undc'rgra(luale Yale has seen
in yea rs" and "an urbane front man for
the most primitive and vicious emotions
in the land." But Buckley has also been
called "a true liberal in the old, tradi-
tional sense of the word," "a brilliant
journalist" and--by his friend John
Kenneth Galbraith-"ihc only reaction-
ary I ever met with a sense of ,humor."
In an • insightful essay, "God's Right
Hand;' for last May's PLA)' riOY, George
F. Gilder captured the prevalent Middle
American altitude toward his subject:
"`He's so brilliant he frigh4ens arc,," an
unidentified middle-aged woman gushed.
"'But I love it. "
The man and the political philosophy

responsible for these heated judgments

grew and flourished in the patrician, in-
tellectually competitive atmosphere of
the family estate in rural Connecticut.

Brickley is the sixth of ten children of
a .Texas-born lawyer-trwned•?nillionaiae-

oilman who studiously inculcated in his

children -tire rightness of Catholicism,

yesterday 's Anierica, the free-enterprise

system and llie rugged, individualistic

Pursuit of excellence-faiths that none of

them is- known ever to have questioned,

let alone abandoned . Two measures of

William, Jr.'s success as his father's son

are that he earned the sobriquet "the

young nra/rsler" from his , siblings, and

that his father was constrained to ad-

monish 13i11 when he was 15 to "learn

to be more moderate in the expression

of your views and try to express them

I

7 •.

in a way that would give as little offense
as possible to your friends."

Buckley got his first`big chance to give
real offensrj at Yale,,which he entered
after his A ny service. There he learned
how to fly, was tapped for the best clubs
and acce.,plad-while still an undergradu-
ate-as a faculty member in the Spanish
department. But all this was peripheral
to his polemics: As-a debater and chair-
man of the Yale Daily News, he gave
notice that at least one member of the
Fifties' Silent Generation wasn't going to
be. In 1951, the year after his graduation,
Buckley leaped from the status of local
irritant to national notoriety as the bite
noire of liberal education with -God and
Man at Yale"-a book that anticipated,
in spades, the faculty critiques that so
many of today's militant student bodies
produce for themselves. Buttressed with
quotes from lectures and assigned texts,
and predicated on Bachli'y's own inimi-
table definition of academic freedom, the
book accused Yale's departments of reli-
gion and economics, especially, of pro-
nzoling both atheism and collectivism.
"God and Man" drew fire: "As a believ-
er in God, a Republican and a Yale
graduate," s'1cGr•orgrc Bundy wrote when
it was published, "1 find that the book
is dishonest in its use of facts, false in
its theory and a discredit to its author."
But the deepest and most bitter liberal

animosity toward Buckley dales from the
appearance. of "bli•Carlhy and His Bne-
mies," which BucliIcy and his brother-in-

law L. Brent Bozell wrote in 195-1. The

Iwo writers acknowledged some of the

Y

"A'o:wdr worild have thought twice
about My Lai if there had ' been a
machine-gent nest there and we had
plastered the village from the air, result-
ing roan identical , loss of life."

-
rws i./ °-

r

"tllartin Lr •rrc•r rag's rittenrpt to sanc-
tify civil disobedience is at least one of
his legacies; if it emerges as his principal
legacy, then lie should certainly be re-
membered as a bad historical force."

s

"I have discovered a new sensual beat,

which the readers of PLAYBOY should be
the first to know about. It is to have
the President of the United States take
?rotas rahile _ von ar•e sla-alrhra to him"



,I'isco;rsin Senator's excesses ckley
would insist that they acknowl^,.^ed all
of them-hut maintained that "as long
as McCarthyism fixes its goal with its
present precision, it is a movement
around which men of good will and
stern morality can close ranks-" Among
the least outraged of the book's reviewers

was II'illianr S. White, who wrote in The
New York Times Book Review, "What

is urged is not only that the end justifies

the means but that a moral end justifies

immoral means."

Following the publication of "Mc-
Carthy and .-Iis Enemies," Buckley
poured his energies--and his money-
into National Review, America's only
substantial right-of-center political jour-
nal. In the first issue of the magazine-
which appeared in 1955 ten days before
his 301h birthday-Buckley announced
that its purpose was to "stand athwart
history yelling 'Stop!' at a time when
no one is inclined to do so, or to have
match patience with those who urge it."
In 1962, he began writing his syndicated
newspaper column "On the Right,"
and in 1966, launched his television
show "Firing Line." Both ventures un-
d0ubledly have greater impact than the
magazine---the column is the second
most popular in the country (number
one is Washington columnist Jac/c An-
derson) and the show is seen in 86 cities
and towns-but it is as the editor of Na-
tional Review that Buckley seems to de-
fine himself. It was in the pages of NR
that he did battle with Ayn Rand and the
John Birch Society ("For all r know,
Robert Welch thinks I'm a Communist
plot," Buckley was quoted as saying at
the height of that controversy), called for
the nuclear destruction of Red China's
atom-bomb potential and published such
well-known conservative thinkers as
Whittaker Chambers, Russell Kirk and
James Burnham.
And it was in his magazine that Buck-

ley refined his contempt for liberal Re-
publicanism to the point where he felt
obliged to oppose its most glamorous
embodiment, John V. Lindsay, in New
York's 1965 mayoral campaign. That ad-
venture failed to get Buckley elected-
wliich neither he nor anyone else ever
considered a real possibility--and failed
also in its major purpose of wresting
victory from Lindsay, whom Buckley de-
lights in dismissing as "destiny's tot."
But Buckley's presence in the campaign
infused it with a candor and wit that
hadn't been seen in U. S. electoral poli-
tics since Adlai Stevenson's first cam-
paign and would not be seen again until
Norman Mailer ran for the same post
four years later. (Mailer is, in fact, a
frequent Buckley platform rival-and
personal friend,) The mayoral campaign
also produced "The Unmaking of a May-
or," which Buckley considers his best
book. Marry critics do, too. "His sense of
comedy rode triumphantly through a

pr•oeess which turns most men into.soa^
lumps," liberal columnist Murray Kernt -
ton wrote of the memoir. "His under-
standing that comedy must be serious
provides its with rnany cranky but unex-
pcctcdly useful reflections on the New
York ordeal."
Buckley kept his cool through the cam-

fraign: He eschewed sidewalk politicking
altogether, and the closest he got to
venom was the crack "which fact should
be obvious," in. response to his Demo.
eratic opponent's boast of having been
educated by the city of New York. But
the famous Buckley sang-froid vanished
in a flash three sunnners later, when he
exchanged insults with fallow commen-
tator Gore Vidal on ABC-TV during the
course of the roughest night of the 1968
Democratic Convention in Chicago. "Not
since George Sanders divorced Zsa Zsa
Gabor has so much talent been wasted
on such a nasty spat," Newsweek said
of the encounter, its subsequent maga.
zinc amplifications and resultant law, suits.
More recent-and more characteristic

-Buckley activities include his appoint-
ment by President Nixon to the five-
member Advisory Commission of the
USIA and works on four Buckley-
authored or -inspired books that will ap-
pear this year. "Odyssey of a Friend"-a
collection of Whittaker Chambers letters
received and now edited by Buckley-
was published in January. "Quotations
from Chairman Bill" appeared on April
30; "Did You Ever Sec a Dream Walk-
ing?" will- be published at the and of
this month for general audiences and in
December as a textbook under the title
"American Conservative Thought in the
Twentieth Century." And "The Gover-
nor Listcth"-like "The Jeweler's Eye"
(1968), a compilation of Buckley's favor-
ite columns and magazine articles-is
scheduled for publication late next
month.

Associate Editor David Butler, who
conducted this interview with Buckley
in locales as far-flung as Stockton, Cali-
fornia, and Rougemont, Switzerland-
Buckley's winter retreat-writes of his
subject: "He exudes a personal charm
that comes across in neither his lectures
nor his writing and seldom in his televi-
sion appearances. In a hotel, for example,
the bellboys wlro bring him the several

pots of coffee he drinks a day arc treated
to the kind of smiles and small talk that

can issue only from a man who genuine-
ly likes people, and the strangers who
stop him on the street to say they watch
'Firing Line'. every week, are answered
'with a 'Nice to meet you' and a toothy
smile that would shame Nelson Rocke-
feller.
"The second remarkable thing about

the man is his energy. 'God, I had a
great clay last week,' he told me when I
arrived in Switzerland. 'I did a column

on the train to Geneva in the morning,

gave a talk there, came back here and

skied all afternoon, went to a marvelous
chamber-music concert that night and
then got in a couple of hours' painting.'
In New York, we talked one night until
2:30. Buckley then fell like singing, so
we tools our cognac and cigars into the
living room for a half hour of Cole
Porter songs Buckley is tier accomplished
ftianisl- -end, finally, he insisted on driv-
ing inc to yny hotel on his Honda.
When I arrived at his apartment later
that same clay, his gracious, almost equal-
ly energetic wife, Patricia, told me he
had bean ufr, making the day's first
phone call-, at seven. Despite the pace,
when Buckley folded himself into a chair
for a taping session, it was as if no one
else in ilia world had a claim on his
time. His voice was less sonorous than
it is in public, but his answers were as
erudite and intricately phrased as his
writing. Ply first meeting with Buckley
tools place in mid-Decc'mbar, and it was
with the imminent enct of the decade
that the questioning began."

PLAYBOY: It's already a cliche to say that
the Sixties were a remarkable decade.
Looking back, what event or develop-
ment stands out in your mind as most
important?
BUCKLEY: The philosophical acceptance
of coexistence by the West.
PLAYBOY: Why "philosophical"?
BUCKLEY: Because a military acceptance of
coexistence is one thing; that I under-
stand. But since America is, for good
reasons and bad, a moralistic power, the
philosophical acceptance of coexistence
ends its up in hot pursuit of reasons for
that acceptance. We continue to find
excuses for being cordial to the Soviet
Union: our denunciations of that coun-
try's periodic barbarisms-as in Czech-
oslovakia-become purely perfunctory.
This is a callousing experience; it is a
lesion of our moral conscience, the his-
torical effects of which cannot be calcu-
lated, but they will be bad.
PLAYBOY: Among the reasons cited for a
detente with the Soviet Union is the
fact that the money spent on continuing
hot and cold wars with the Communist
bloc would be better spent for domestic
programs. With the 150 billion dollars
we've spent in Vietnam since 1965,
according to some estimates, we could
have eliminated pollution throughout
the country and rebuilt 24- major cities
into what New York's Mayor Lindsay
has said would be "paradises." Do you
think our priorities are out of order?
BUCKLEY: When I find myself entertaining
that possibility, I dismiss my thinking as

puerile. But first let me register my

objection to your figures: It's superficial

to say that the Vietnam war has cost its

150 billion dollars. It has cost us X

dollars in excess, of what we would have
spent on military or paramilitary enter-
prises even if there had been no tear.
That sum I have seen estimated at



. bettv0cn 1$ and 22 billion c1o11W year.
Now. suppose I were to tell you' dust if -
Kerenski had prevailed itt Russia in
1917, we would at this point have a
budget excess sufficient to create the city
of Oz in Harlem and everywhere else.
The correct response to such a state-
ment. for grownups, is twofold.-First, we
are not-t fortunately-in a position to
dictate the activity of the enemy; we
cannot ask him please to let down be-
cause we need money for Harlbm. Sec-
ond, there are no grounds for assuming
that the American people would have
consented to spending the kind of mon-
ey we're spending on the Vietnam war
for general welfare projects. They might
have said. "No, we'd rather keep the
money and do what we want with it." I
suspect they would have said just that,
and with .justification: The bulk of the
progress that has been made in America
has been made by the private sector.
PLAYBOY: With reference to the first part
of your answer: At the strategic-arms-
limitations talks, aren't we actually ask-
in; the Russians to let down their guard
if we let ours down?
BUCKLEY. Yes, we are. And, ideally, there
would be massive, universal disarma-
ment. But we don't live in an ideal
world. The fact is that the Soviet Union
is prepared to make remarkable sacrifices
at home in order to maintain its military
muscle abroad. It is prepared to do so in
a world that has seen the United States
pull out from dozens of opportunities to
imperialize. We have walked out of 21
countries-I think that's the accepted
figure-that we've occupied in the past
30 years. The Soviet Union has walked
only out of Austria, for very complicated
reasons. Under the circumstances, one
must assume that the arrant armament
expenditures by the Soviet Union-for
instance, 20 billion dollars to develop its
ABA1 system and its MIRVs-have to
do' with the attraction of a first-strike
capability. There is only one known
explanation, for instance, for the known
"footprint"----tire configuration-of the
MIRVs the Soviet Union has been, prac-
ticing with. Those missiles are exactly
patterned after our Minuteman installa-
tions. If the Soviets intended their
MIRVs only as a deterrent to an Ameri-
can first strike, they would aim those
missiles at American cities. But they
aren't being fashioned that way. Now, I
don't think the collective leadership of
Russia would dream of making a first
strike for so long as we are in a position.
to inflict insupportable damage in a sec-
ond strike, whatever the urgings of their
Dr. Strangcloves, who are not without in-

flucrcu. But, manifestly, America is not
pre;.,tring for a first strike. If we were,
we vx,ulci be aiming our weapons"not at

Russia's population centers but at her
military installations-and we're not.
pLAYCOY: The best information available

-from hearings of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee at which Dc
Secretary of Dcfense David Packard ap-
pcared----n that we are well ahead Of the
Soviet Union in the development of
?dIRVs, and it's generally conceded that
we conceived the system. Doesn't this
suggest both that the threat posed by the
Russian AURVs is less than you imply
and that their MIRVs may have been
developed as a defense against ours?
BUCKLEY: The question of who conceived
the system is immaterial. Who makes it
operational is what matters. It is only a
happy coincidence that Jules Verne was
a non-Communist. On the question of
whose MIRVs are more advanced, a)
your information is, unhappily, incorrect
and b) it is irrelevant to the question
of whether MIRVs are designed for
offensive or defensive purposes.
PLAYBOY: MIT professor Leo Sartori,
writing in The Saturday Review, implies
that some of our ICBisIs are aimed at
Russia's missiles rather than at her cit-
ies. Doesn't this indicate that the U.S. is
prepared-to the point of overkill---for
a massive first strike against the Soviet
Union?
BUCKLEY: Look. The intellectual, attempt-
ing to evaluate the military situation,
tends to fasten on a frozen position. He
says, "Assuming apocalypse were tomor-

row, how would the two sides stand?" But
it is the responsibility of the military to
understand how military confrontations
actually work-which means that you
cannot prepare for Tuesday by being
absolutely prepared for Monday. In a
world in which it takes between four
and eight years to develop what is actual-
ly intended as a first-strike defensive sys-

tem, you may, in the course of preparing
for that system, find yourself temporarily
with a first-strike superiority. A carica-
ture of what I'm talking about is the
sudden apprehension by ]Darryl Zanuck
when he was filming The Longest Day-

on the Normandy invasion-that he ac-
tually found himself in command of the
third largest military force in the world.
Presumably, he would not have used it
even to attack Otto Preminger. You need
to -ask yourself the subjective question:
Do I know people in the United States
whose hands are on the trigger, who are
actually conspiring to opportunize on
the temporary military advantage? It
seems plain to me that the recent history
of the United States ought to be suf-
ficient to appease the doubts of the
doubters. In fact, we have had such supe-
riority even at moments when the enemy
was at its most provocative-and yet we
haven't used it.
PLAYBOY: Hasn't it been authoritatively

asserted that U. S. superiority is over-

whelmingly beyond the defensive or

offensive necessity of any conceivable

threat from another nuclear power?

BUCKLEY. That's a military judgment and

I don't feel qualified to pronounce about

it. I feel confident only to make an

elementary philosophical point. I tend to
believe that what the lawyers call "an
excess t)f caution" is not something we
should penalize the military for. I Want
an excess of caution, l,ec:itise I under-
stand a mistake in lit at direction to be
apocalyptic in its consequences. Now, if
you say. "I can establish that we are
spending money to develop a redundant
weapon," my answer is: Co ahead and
establish it. Meanwhile. I would rather
side with the cautious, the prudent
people. Ayd here I find myself wonder-
ing how i# is that Robert -McNamara---
who, for some reason, tends to be rattier
beloved by the liberals-how come he
didn't object to the technological-military
evolution that nowadays strikes so many
people as untoward. And, again, why
have we so drastically reversed our
attitudes concerning what was for so
long considered the liberal thing to do?
During the Fifties, the great accent was
on defense. The military-industrial com-
plex--as you know-used to be called
the "Arsenal of Democracy." Now, all of
a sudden, when you talk about ABMs,
the same people who encouraged us to
spend 50 billion dollars-- .yes, 50 billion
dollars-on defense during the Fifties
object to spending an extra five billion
dollars on defense in the Sixties.
PLAYBOY: You seem tb delight in remind-
ing people that liberals are capable of
changing their minds in the light of
changing circumstances. NVhy?
BUCKLEY. Quite apart from the fact that
delightful pursuits are delightful, it is
important for any ideological grouping
to confront historical experience. For
one thing, it makes the ideologists less
arrogant; or it should. That ought to be
a national objective, after we eliminate
poverty.
PLAYBOY: Ten years ago, wasn't there
more reason than there is now to believe
that the Russians wanted co bury us,
militarily as well as ideologically?
BUCKLEY.- That is an exercise in ideological
self-indulgence. How do you account for
the anomalies? Such as the crash pro-
gram the Soviet Union has developed in
ABMs and MIRVs.
PLAYBOY: One can only repeat that the
U.S. is developing these systems as fu-
riously as Russia is; and many observers
feel that the Soviets have, therefore, just
as much reason to suspect our intentions
as we do theirs. But we'd like to return
to your observation that 'the United
States has walked out of'21 countries in
the past 30 years and ask this: Doesn't
the fact that we've also walked into Viet-

nam and Santo Domingo, tried to walk

into Cuba at the Bay of Pigs and at-

tempted to control many other countries

through quasi-military, CIA-type opera-

tions leave its open to the charge of im-

perialism you impute to the U.S.S.R.?

BUCKLEY: Of course. But we are always at

the mercy of the naive. Imperialism sug-

gests the domination of a country for the



comtacrcial or glorious bench tell esclf.
The Soviet Union began its experience
in imperialism not merely by jailing and
executing people who disagreed with it
but by systematic despoliation. In Czecho-
slovakia, fdr instance, they took one,
two, three billion dollars' worth of capi-
tal goods and removed them physically

to the -Soviet Union, Far from doing

anything of the sort, we did exactly the

contrary; we sent our own capital goods

to places like France and England and

Spain and Latin America. I can't think

of any country that we've "dominated"

or "imperialized"-in the sense in which
you use those words-that is worse off as

a result of its experience with America
than it would have been had we not
entered into a temporary relationship

with. it.

PLAYBOY: One could argue that South
Vietnam is such a country.
BUCKLEY: South Vietnam? My Godl
Above all, not South Vietnam. Not un-
less one is willing to say that South
Vic;tham would be beater off satclliced by
North Vietnam-and derivatively by
Asian communism-and consigned to
perpetual tyranny. Put it this way: I will
assent to the proposition that South. Viet-
nam has been harmed by America's
efforts during the past five years only to
somebody who would say that France
was harmed by the efforts of the Allied
armies to liberate it during the Second
World War.
PLAYBOY: We won't say that, but we will
agree with the increasingly popular opin-
ion that our adventure there has been a
disasterto us, as well as to,South and
North Vietnam-from the beginning.
Yet you said recently that "the indices
in Vietnam are good," which is some-
thing even McNamara and Westmore-
land stopped saying three years ago. Why?
BUCKLEY: Because the indices are good,
right down the line: First, there is the
prestige of Thieu and our increased iden-
tification with him. A week or so after the
1968 Tet offensive, Professor J. Kenneth
Galbraith gave it as the conventional
wisdom that Thieu's government would
fall within a matter of weeks. I predict
that in the next election,. he will get a
significantly greater vote than he got the
last time. Second, there is a lower rate of
infiltration from the North. Third, the
area controlled by the good guys is now
much greater than it has ever been. The
fourth positive index is the introduction
in South Vietnam of a nonregular army,
the equivalent of a militia, which makes
it possible for people 'simultaneously to
till their land during the day and yet be
part of a large constabulary. Still anoth-
er indication is the relative rise in'South.
Vietnamese casualties and decrease in
American casualties, which shows that
they are beginning to shoulder even
more of the human burden of the war.
PLAYBOY: How do you feel about Thieu's
suppression of dissent among his politi-

cal opposition-even moderate Muth s.
and Catholics who have done nothing
more subversive than suggest considera-
tion of a postwar coalition government?
BUCKLEY: I am not in a position to judge
whether Thieu suppresses more or fewer
people than he should suppress in order
to achieve his goals. I know that my own
countrymen were prepared to take tens
,of thousands of innocent Japanese and
throw them in jail during World War
Two. And I know that moral-political
revulsion over that act didn't conic until
years later-when we recognized that
what we had done to the nisei was,
in fact, historically unnecessary. But it re-
mains that a man who was tempered
by four centuries of parliamentary expe-
rience-Franklin D. Roosevelt-thought
it an altogether appropriate thing to do.
I am not, under the circumstances, con-
fident that I can authoritatively advise
Thieu what is the right kind of suppres-
sion to engage in during a civil war.
PLAYBOY: Then it. is a civil war and not a
case of Communist exptuhsiotiisnh export-
ed from Xussitt and China?
BUCKLEY: Yes, it is a civil war, provided
one is prepared to define any war as a
civil war if one finds a significant num-
ber of collaboration ists within the in-
digenous population. There are South.
Vietnamese Communists, even as there
were Norwegian quislings, Northern Cop- •
perheads and French appeasers. General
P&ain was sentenced to death for oblig-
ing the Nazis less effusively than the Viet
Cong have done the northern imperialists.
If the "civil" insurrection in Vietnam had
depended on its own resources, it would
have lasted about as long as the insurrec-
tion of tl.e Huks in the Philippines.
PLAYBOY: You frequently use the fact that
Thieu has- fired 1200 civil' servants t'o
demonstrate what you consider his oppo-
sition to corruption. But weren't many
of those firings really intended to get rid
of his political opponents? .1

BUCKLEY: I didn't think to ask Thieu when
I was over there. I assume it is because they
were corrupt-at least the ones I'm talk-
ing about, I don't know how many he
has fired for opposing his policies. I
don't know how many officials Lyndon
Johsison fired because they opposed his
policies, or exactly how many F.D. R.
did-plenty, I assume. Incidentally, I
thought John Roche made a rather good
point when he said that the critics of
Thieu fail to account for the fact that
he moves about without any difficulty at
all-without bodyguards or any other
protection-throughout South Vietnam.
And they fail to point out that he has
done something no tyrant ever does,
which is to arm the citizenry. The very,
first thing lie did, when he became presi-
dent, was to ask Westmoreland to in-
crease the arming of the people. In
Cuba, if you're caught with an unli-
censed rifle, you're liable to be executed.
PLAYBOY: Your satisfaction with the rela-

Live,rise in South Vietnamese casualties

indicates that you believe in Victnitmiza-

Lion. If, as Pr aidents Johnson and Nix-

on have claimed, we have a moral and
legal commitment to defend the South
Vietnamese, why are we now disengaging?
BUCKLEY: We're not clisergaging. We have
a moral and legal commitment to give
aid to the South Vietnamese in resisting
aggression, pursuant to the protocol that
extended the SEATO treaty to that area.
We did not specify in SEATO the na-
ture of tl e aid we would give. It is
Nixon's stategy to arrive at a x...Yi tic
formula: indigenous manpower and ex-
ternal material aid, precisely the way the
Soviet Union and China have been han-
dling the situation in behalf of North
Vietnam. I advocated such a formula five
years ago. Allowing for the cultural lag,
it is time for its adoption.
PLAYBOY: Do you feel it was wrong, then,
to send our troops in the first place?
BUCKLEY: No, we had to. The South Viet
natnese WCI'e not ln•epat'ed to defend
ileum. fives.
PLAYBOY: In oilier words, though it was
right to send them in when we did, it's
right to withdraw them now. Are you
saying that everything we've done there
has been correct?,

BUCKLEY: Not at all---there are plenty of
things we've done wrong. We shouldn't
have stopped the bombing of the North
and but the restrictions on it that we
did. And, above all, I continue to believe
that Japan is the key to that part of the
world and that we may very well wish,
before this decade is up, that she had the
defensive nuclear weapons the nonpro-
liferation treaty denies her.
PLAYBOY: Do you think that if America
remains steadfast in Vietnam-with or
without the support of our allies in Asia
or Western Europe-the Communists
will be less likely to test our commit-
ments elsewhere in the world?
BUCKLEY: It's hard to say. In order to
answer that question, you have to ask
yourself: What is the point of view of
the enemy? I have always maintained
that the Soviet Union has been delighted
over our experience in South. Vietnam. It
has cost them very little. But, at the
same time, the Soviet Union has to reck-
on with the psychological realities. The
psychological realities in the case of Viet-
nam are that America isn't prepared to
do this sort-of thing two or three times a
decade. We (lid it in Korea and we're
doing it in South Vietnam..If the Soviet
Union decides to mount a' challenge-
let's say in Uie ivlideast--it will probably
have to reckon with the fact of a short-

ened American temper. The shortened

American temper could result in one of
two things. It 'could `result in isolation-

ism, which would please the Soviet Un-

ion dearly and encourage it; or that
shortened American temper could result
in our saying, "Since we, cannot afford



protracted. gradtutted South v'etnam--
type resistances, we're going to go back
to another 'kind of resistance . We're go-
ing to knock the hell out of you."
PLAYBOY: I)o you think that bellicose
attitude will develop;-and can you imag-
ine it resulting in a nuclear strike by the
U. S., say, over Berlin or in the M ideast?
BUCKLEY . Only if the Soviet Union is capa-
ble of a miscalculation on an order that
is unimaginable, on the basis of our
historical experience with a society that
on the one hand is ideologically rabid
but on the other appears to have a
positively Rotarian instinct for survival.
PLAYBOY : Critics of the war point to the
alleged massacre at l fy Lai to prove our
indifference to the lives of Vietnamese
civilians. How do you react to that inci-
dent, as it has'emerged in the press?
BUCKLEY: If, indeed, there were no exten-
uating circumstances in the case-if
everything that Captain Medina has said
is proved wrong, for instance-then
either we have a case of collective hyste-
ria or we face the appalling alternative
that what happened there expresses a
trend within America. I find it extremely
difficult to indulge that conclusion, for
the reason that if it were so, we would
have had many more such incidents.
PLAYBOY: In January 1967, ten Marines
were court-martialed on charges resulting
from the murders of a farmer, his moth-
er, his sister, his three-year-old son and
five-year-old niece and the gang-rape of
his wife.' From the beginning of 1966
through October 1969, 27 soldiers were
convicted by U. S. courts-martial of mur-
dering Vietnamese civilians ; and 'since
March 1965, 21 sailors and Marines have
been so convicted. The speculation is
that most such crimes by U. S. military
personnel against civilians in Vietnam go
unreported. So it would seem that there
have been many other such incidents,
though perhaps on a smaller scale.
BUCKLEY: They are either so routine as to
go unremarked-like, say, the incremen-
tal murder in Manhattan---or so spectaa-
ular as to be unbelievable. It took the
most extraordinary coordination of in-

eptitudes to fail to bring the My Lai
incident to light. Here we have a Pulitz-
er Prize-winning story-I predict that it
will get the Pulitzer Prize-and yet the

two newspaper people who had the story

couldn't interest anybody in it for

months. Editors wouldn't buy it precisely

because they couldn't believe that kind

of thing could have been committed on
such a scale.
P:.AYBOY: Do you think there should be

or will be extensive war-crimes trials of
American Servicemen and policy makers,

conducted either by the United Nations

or by us?
BUCKLEY : No. There shouldn't be and

there won't be. The whole Nuremberg

elaboration of the crime of losing wars:It
was, for one thing, obviously and intrinsi-
cally contaminated by the presence on the
tribunal, in the capacity of judges, of the
principal massacre-maker of the 20th
Century, namely, the representatives of
Stalin. America is not about to invite the
United Nations to preside over trials of
American soldiers. Those people who
have been guilty will be punished, most
of them, by America. I grant that we
have a technical problem of how to
reach out and get some of those individ-
uals who apparently ought to be defend-
ants, but my guess is we ' re going to crack
that problem.
PLAYBOY: Do you see a moral difference

between what is alleged to have Hap-

pened at My Lai and the aerial bom-

bardment of free-fire zones where, it's

generally granted, some civilians almost

always get killed?

BUCKLEY : Of course. It's a difference ex-
plicitly recognized in Thomistic doctrine,
where the whole definition of a just war
was arrived at. If, in order to achieve a
military objective, someone gets killed,
that is on one scale of morality-on the
permissible scale in warfare. If, however,
someone is killed simply for the sake of
killing him, unrelated to any military
objective, that's different. Nobody would
have thought twice about My Lai if there
had been a machine-gun nest there
and we had plastered the village from the
air, resulting in an identical loss of life.
PLAYBOY: But, of course, there wasn't a
machine-gun nest there. A-lost critics of
the war put little trust in those who
decide which villages and which other

targets are legitimate military objectives.
Do you?
BUCKLEY. I crust that somewhere along the
line there is a constant monitoring of

the criteria that are used by people who

have that kind of authority. In the spe-
cific case of Lyndon Johnson, I am in-

formed that only he personally could

authorize the bombing of certain targets

where considerable civilian carnage might
have resulted. I believe that he took that
kind of meticulous concern not merely

out of political considerations but because

lie' was always very sensitive to the no-

tion that he was an indiscriminate killer.

Let me digress at this point-, A few

months ago, in Hawaii, a professor in-

formed my audience that we had

dropped one and a half times as many,

bombs on a very small area of Vietnam as
were dropped on Germany throughout
World War Two, That statistic, he
claimed, proves that we are committing
genocide in Vietnam. I read the figures
differently. It seems to me that if we
have dropped that many bombs and
killed as few people as we have-there

are an awful lot of live Vietnamese left,
no matter how you look at it-it must
mean that an enormous effort is being

PLAYBOY: According to official sources.
several lion reti thousand North and
South Vietnamese civilians have been
killed by American bombing raids. In
view of those statistics. do you think the
bombing has been just.ified?
BUCKLEY: It depends on whether there was
an alternative, less bloody means of
achieving the military objective. How
many of those dead would be alive today
if the North Vietnamese had desisted
from infiltration as their principal tech-
nique? An1Cd if historical contexts interest
you, bear in mind that we killed about
as many German civilians in the course
of a couple of raids over Dresden as we
have killed Vietnamese in the five years
in Vietnam.

PLAYBOY; For all our bombing-precise
or indiscriminate-we have not yet won
the war. Do you think North Vietnam
could successfully have resisted the most
powerful military nation on earth for
this long if it didn't have the support of
most Vietnamese, North and South?
BUCKLEY ; There are both extensive and
succinct ways to answer that. The suc-
cinct way is for me to ask you: Could
Nazi Germany have triumphed over
France without the overwhelming support
of the French? My answer is-obviously
yes, Germany could,, and did. The South
Vietnamese situation is one in which the
critical weapon was terror. I have great
admiration for my countrymen, but I
haven't the least idea whether or not we
would have the stamina to resist ran
enemy that had strung up an equivalent
number of our elite in the public
squares., Roughly speaking, what the
South Vietnamese suffered during the
high period of terror from 1959 to 1963
would be the equivalent of, say, 3,060,000
of our politicians, teachers, doctors, engi-
neers and civil servants being executed.
How we would behave under the circum-
stances I don't know. I tend to reject the
ethnocentrically arrogant assumption that
we Americans are uniquely valiant. I
think it's not at all impossible that years
from now, people will think of the
South Vietnamese resistance through this
entire period as one of the truly Heroic
historical efforts:
PLAYBOY: Weren't many of the South
Vietnamese elite, during this same peri.
od, jailed or killed by the Diem regime?
BUCKLEY. What you're saying is: Did Diem
,and the rest of them go to lengths they
needn't have gone in order to effect what
they wanted to effect, which, was the
independence of Vietnam? My answer is
-I don't know. A very good argument

may be made that they didn't go to great

enough lengths. In fact, such an, argu-

ment could appropriately be engraved

on Diem's tombstone.

PLAYBOY: That sounds like an endorse-
ment of political imprisonment and as-
sassination.
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detection and shooting down •lmiral
Ii amatlloto was one of the triumphs of
American intelligence during the Second
World War. and it gets described at least
once every ten years in the Reader's
Digest. Yo'u do remember, don't you,
how Walter Pidgeon almost assassinated
Hitler at Berchtesgaden? Do you re-
memb& the political prosecutions during
the Second World War, when the New
Deal decided that [pro-Nazi authors]
George Sylvester Viereck and Lawrence
Dennis should be put behind bars, so
that we could get on with the War? I
think we overdid it. I hope the South
Vietnamese aren't as jumpy as we were.
PLAYBOY: Is your claim that the leaders of
South Vietnam have been motivated by a
desire for independence consistent with
their near-total reliance on the U. S.? ,
BUCKLEY: Of course they've depended on
us. They are waging war not against an
autarchic aggressor that is satisfied to use
its own resources but against an aggres-
sor that-from the very beginning-€las
been armed by great powers, namely,
Red China and the Soviet Union. The
South Vietnamese didn't have a rifle fac-
tory in I954. As far as I know, neither
do they now. And neither did the North
Vietnamese.
PLAYBOY: Since you applaud the fact that
we rushrd to the :assistance of the bc-
sicl;ed South Vietnamese government, do,
you also think we should oppose any tv;lr
of national liberation that happens to
have Communist support?
BUCKLEY. No, I wouldn't be willing to
make that generality. I'd want to know.
where it was, what the surrounding situa-
tion was, ]low important it was to either
Russia or China at the moment-in
short, what the consequences might be. I
would like to note that neither of those
countries has ever supported a„real war
of national liberation-in lower-case let-
ters-that is, a war in which the object
tive really was national liberation. When
the Communist powers get involved, the
point is never national liberation, always
satellization. Now, it seems to the that
the United States position ought to be to
support whatever elements in a particu-
lar country are ]leading in the better of
the apparently available directions. John

'Stuart Mill says that despotism .is ex-

cused as a temporary arrangement, pro-

vided the purpose of that despotism is to
maximize rather than minimize freedom.
Lk'T O't: Isn't the idea of despotism max-

imizing freedom a contradiction in terms

-at least in practice?
BUCKLEY: No. Lincoln put it well when he

argued that it could not have been the

intention of the framers of the Constitu-

tion to sacrifice all future prospects for

freedom in order to celebrate constitu-

tional punctilio.
PLAYBOY: Isn't it true that most indige-

nous Communist movements in Southeast

Asia are motivated more by nationalism

or by economic needs than by ideolo l
communism?
BUCKLEY. No, it isn't. Most troops simply
do what they are told. Intermediaries
interpret the formulation that will most
inspire a particular group of soldiers to
act enthusiastically in obedience to or-
ders--•-whether that 's a matter of telling
them that their kamikaze raids will in-
stantly elevate them into the heavenly
spheres, to live forever after in glory, or
that they will become large landholders.
or whatever. But the people who are
directing the drives in that part of the
world are, in m, opinion , genuinely
committed to a Co-,. munist vision. The
general Western asst,
that time erodes that vls..,
nevertheless , true that there is a tu ......
mentalist Marxism-communism rampant
in China today. It may be inevitable
that time will overcome that ideological
pretension , but that is not the kind of
thing around which one writes a foreign
policy for the here and now.
PLAYBOY: It is also part of liberal ortho-
doxy-based on his long-standing ani-
mosity toward Cllina-that Ho Chi
Minh would probably have reached a
Titoist accommodation with Peking had
he succeeded throughout Vietnam. Do
you think that might have happened?
BUCKtEY : I have no doubt that fro Chi
AMfil:lt won Id have prt'ft'rred to he the
plaster of Victuam lather than merely.
the Surrogate in that area for Mao Tse-
tung. But we have to recognize that I-To
Chi Minh is dead and that it was foresee-
able even six or seven years . ago that lie
.would be dead in due course, since he
was an old man even then . The useful-
ness of Ho to Mao had to do with the
veneration of Ho as an individual figure,
which veneration would not and did not
flow to his successor . In Chinese, Viet-
nam means "farther South ," a fact that
suggests the ancient Chinese attitude
toward the area: that it was never really
licensed as a separate territorythe same
feeling they have toward Tibet.
PLAYBOY: Considering your hard-line view
of China, how do you feel about Nixon's
recent diplomatic overtures to Peking?
BUCKLEYi I don't really see why our atti-
tude toward Red China ought to be
different from our attitude toward the
Soviet Union . The principal intornation-
al leverage we have at this particular
moment has to do with the Russian-
Chinese feud . It strikes me as supremely
intelligent to constantly advertise to the
Soviet Union that, just as we were pre-
pared to side with the Soviet Union in or-
der to effect a victory over Hitler, so are
we prepared to understand the potential
desirability of a flirtation with Red China
in order to contain the Soviet Union. Or
the other way around . This strikes me as
simply a return to traditional diplomacy,
PLAYBOY: Do you think that .we should-
and will---recognize Red China?
BUCKLEY- I think we should not recognize

her-and that it is unlikely that we will.
For one thing, it becomes increasingly
apparent that all of the old arguments
for recognition of Red China are mean-
ingless. The old arguments were, first,
"You can't ignore a nation of 800.000,000
people." But it has gradually become
manifest that we are hardly ignoring a
country by failing to recognize it. As a
matter of fact, we are sort of superrecog-
nizing it. The easy thing to do is to
recognize; if you don't recognize, you're
giving it II very special attention. Point
two: Thd notion that if we recognize
Red China, we would then be able; to
Z;T ) ^nme differences with her-to

them-has been discredited
-. We've had hundreds of

raectblgs v:u, . ;d China; we are prob-
ably having opt. -light. So we go ahead
and have the meetinr'ys anyway. Number
three: We have discovered from the Brit-
ish experience that the mere fact of hav-
ing an active consulate or an ambassador
in Red China has no effect at all in terms
of a thaw. The English have not been
able to show that theyve accomplished a
single thing-even concerning the protec-
tion of their own citizens-that they
might not have accomplished if they
hadn't had their people there. Number
four, and finally: It was Lyndon Johnson
who said that lie woialcl agree: to give pass-
ports to Amcrit'ta:s who wanted to visit
Red C€tiala-.journalists aiid so on. What
then happened, of course, was that Red
China refused to grant visas. So that we
are therefore left with no adverse practi-
cal consequences of a diplomatic nature
having to do with the recognition of Red
China, but purely with symbolic conse-
quences. And those consequences, in my
judgment, argue against recognition,
PLAYBOY: So far, you haven't disagreed
with any aspect of President Nixon's for-
eign policy. One critic has suggested that
you may feel a sense of obligation to
him for appointing you to the advisory
commission of the USIA,
BUCKLEY: Oht, for God's sake, The point is
that when I look around the world today
and ask myself what it is that I truly care
about in international affairs that Nixon.
has let me down on, I don't come up
with anything. On the other eland, I
acknowledge that there may be a feeling
of restraint deriving not from my ap-
pointment to the commission but from
the fact that I have seen him once or
twice privately. I have discovered a new
sensual treat, which, appropriately, the
readers of pt.AYnoy should be the first to
know about. It is to have the President
of the United States take notes while you
are speaking to him, even though you
run the risk that he is scribbling, "Get

this bore out of here." It's always a little

bit more difficult to be rhetorically ruth-

less with somebody with whom you
spend time. For example, I find it more
difficult to be, verbally ruthless with
Hugh Hefner after meeting him as my
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guest on firing Iine and seci ltitn on Vietnam Speech. This is a pure carica- think that. this hegemony of thoughta couple of other occasions. Beyond that, cure of academic freedom. within the colleges is something that-if I'm kind fo Nixon, it's also because I PLAYBOY: Aren't campus consert:atives perhaps without even knowing it-At
think he needs to be protectcc'I from that free to speak-and don't they, often and new is scratching up against.
part of the right whose emphasis is un- at length? PLAYBOY: In his speech on TV news, the
balanced in the direction of the para- BUCKLBY: Well, you mu$t mean students, Vice-President's avowals of distaste for
digm. because there are very few conservative censorship, coupled with his allusions to
PLAYBOY: Is Nixon conservative enough professors. At Princeton, for example, 65 the power of the FCC to withholtl broad-
for you? percent of the faculty voted for Hum- casting licenses, struck many liberals as
BUCKLBY: My ideal conservative President phrey in 1968, seven percent for Dick hypocrisy. I-low do you feel about it?
would be one who would strike out for Gregory and seven percent for Nixon. BUCKLEY: I think they were entitled to
certain. radical reforms that, in my judg And its the professors I'm talking about; think of it as at least potentially hypo-
ment, would greatly benefit America and their capacity, at a college, is to instruct. critical. I find absolutely mysterious the
augment human freedom. But such a PLAYBOY: Then you're suggesting that the way in wla'ich the debate was ultimately
President cannot be elected-at this time faculty allows its political bias to creep joined. My devoted friend Frank Stan-
-and couldn't get his programs through into every course. ton, who emerged as the spokesman for
Congress. It is also true, I think, that the BUCKLBY: Constantly. In any course in the the victims of this pogrom-or intended
paramount need of this highly divided humanities or social sciences. And not pogrom-didn't, for instance, pause to
society at this.particular moment is for only in their teaching but in the books remark that Congress has already with-
conciliation; and Nixon-who is making they assign. It seems to me that the -held total freedom from the industry.
gradual progress while attempting to for. entire academic community collaborated The whole equal-time provision is an
tify the bonds of common affection--is a in the demonstration of academic bias effort by the Congress of the United
good President, froth the conservative when Walt Rostow and Dean Rusk went States to say to the networks and televi-
point of view. around looking for an academic post sion and radio stations, "Certain free-
PLAYBOY: Do you think that Vice-Presi- after they left Lyndon Johnson. What doms you don't have." The FCC finds as
dent Agnew served the purpose of concil- kind of a demonstration do you need much in the fairness doctrine every year
iation when he referred to Elie leaders of beyond that? Here are two people whose as the Supreme Court finds in the First
last October's Moratorium as "an effete academic credentials are absolutely first- Amendment.
corps of impudent snobs"? rate. But all of a sudden, you find MIT PLAYBOY: So it was really unnecessary for
BUCKLBY: No, he served other purposes. -that paragon of academic freedom and Agnew to refer to licensing?
There are other purposes to be served, scientific devotion-saying that they as- BUCKLEY: It may be that Agnew's speech
such as isolating the sources of discontent sumed Walt Rostow had "forgotten" will serve some sort.of a maicutic func-
and the agitators and merchants of it. what he knew about economics as the tion-that it will tease out of the system
Some Presidents do that kind of thing result of his stay in Government, That a public policy concerning the tenden-
adroitly, some don't. At a moment when was one reason given by a senior faculty tious limits to which an individual sta-
we needed reconciliation after' Pearl member; even James Reston made fun tion owner may go. Such a policy would
Harbor, I think it was wrong for F. D, R. of it. You will notice nobody at Harvard be a refinement of the fairness doctrine,
to call those who were against the War went around saying that Galbraith "for- which was not only accepted but ap-
"the New Copperheads." But history ap- got" what lie knew about economics as plauded by liberals as recently as four or
pears to have forgiven him. the result of his service for John Kenne- five years ago. In any case, I would like
PLAYBOY: To many liberals, Agnew's at- dy. Though I don't know. Maybe they to say: Let any radio or TV station owner
tacks on the media late last fall brought hoped he had. do what he wants. If lie wants to put
to mind the Chinese emperors who exe- I think the health of any university is only Benjamin Spock on from midnight
cuted messengers bringing bad news. Do damaged by this monopoly of opinion. to midnight, let him do it. But make it
you think that the press is as objective as I spoke at the University of Minnesota as hard as possible for him to achieve
it professes to be? a few months ago. A professor---a very monopoly status-by licensing pay-TV,
BUCI<LEY: When Mr. Nixon in November distinguished historian-stood up and which is precisely the way to wed the
said that North Vietnam cannot defeat said that there are 50 professors of histo- individual eccentric with his individual
or humiliate the United States,, only ry at the university and one Republican, network or station.
Americans can do that, he meant-that if himself; that is, the ratio is 50 to one. PLAYBOY. What was your reaction to the
the American people refuse to back an Now, how much real political dialog is Vice-President's blast at the liberal Wash-
enterprise that-in the judgment ofthe

the typical student at the University of ington Post and New York Times?
men they elected to write their foreign.

Mipriesota going to be exposed to, under
BUCKLEY: If the press is so easily intimidat-

policies-is essential to the good health
the circumstances? And if he is not sub-

ed as to feel threatened by three speecti-
of this country and of this century, then es by the Vice-President of the United
one must face two alternative explana- jetted to a true dialog, then lie tends to

a States--if all those effete snobs are
tions for their failure to do so. One is /think dialog is unnecessary, that what moral pygmies after all-then I ought to
that they have run out of stamina, The you need is asseveration. Placard justice: be even more worried about the press
other is that they have been constantly Hey, hey, L. B. J•----'how many kids did .than I am. Mr. Agnew is not Mussolini;
hectored into taking an. erroneous posi- you kill today?" for better or worse, he cannot close down
tion because they are insufficiently aware PLAYBOY: Don't you think most students The New York Times. To sum up: I
of the dimensions of the problem. He get the pro-Vietnam argument from their think what Mr. Agnew was attempting
would obviously prefer the latter expla- fathers? to say to the American people was that,
nation to the former, as would I. He BUCKLEY: That's unrealistic. Students are particularly in New York, the networks
tends to feel that the majority of morally terrific snobs. I was one myself, though I and the commentators tend to reflect a
alert people in America have, for the had no right to be with my own father. single point of view-they loot., and act
most part, heard only a single side on The fact is that unless your father is like the Rockettes-and that it is neces-
the Vietnam issue-in the universities as right up with the academic vernacular- sary for people to escape from the as-
well as in the press. He is absolutely unless he's read Douglas Pike as recently sumption that that is the only point of
correct, It is almost impossible, you as last weekyou tend to feel that lie's view- I think he has done an extremely
know, to work your way through Yale or not equipped to discuss serious intellec- useful service. Of course, it isn't just Mr.

I
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Tlie identical conclusion Arrived at
a few weeks earlier by Theodore White,
who is a renowned liberal, on my televi-
sion program. Agnew was simply accent-
ing the obvious; and the obvious, when
it has been taboo to state it, tends to
hurt. Cc n'cst que to vdthd qui blessc, as
Mr. Agnew would put it.
PLAYBOY: How would you feel if Agnew
were to become President?
BUCKLEY: I have been persuaded for
several years that the office of the Presi-
dent is so staggeringly complicated that
nobody can, by conventional measure-
ment, be "a good President." That is to
say that nobody can conceivably oversee
the range of activities that, technically,
the President is responsible for oversee-
ing. Under the circumstances, whereas it
is widely supposed that the President
needs to be a man of more and more
complicated attainments, I tend to feel
that he needs to be less and less a man
of complicated attainments. A hundred
years ago, a President really had to run
the Post Office, among other things. To-
day, what one needs most from a Presi-
dent is good will, a working intelligence
and sound character. The people who
praise Harry Truman were willing to
point this out at the time, incidentally,
but were not willing to remember the
thought when it looked as though Gold-
water might be nominated by the Re-
publican Party. Second, I do think that
when a man becomes President, a trans-
mogrification takes place; that which was
theretofore inconceivable becomes some-
how conceivable. Nobody could really
imagine Harry Truman-even himself,
as lie subsequently confessed-as Presi-
dent, until all of a sudden, he was Presi-
dent. Allan Drury dwells on this in one
of his books. On Monday, the man is
just that vicious, sniping, polemical, Nix-
onite Vice-President; on Tuesday, lie's
inaugurated and suddenly things happen
not only to his critics and to the people
but also to him. In short, Agnew
wouldn't sound like Agnew if lie were
President----and, in a sense, properly so.
PLAYBOY: When you list good will, a
working intelligence and sound character'
as what we need most from a President,
do you mean regardless of ideology?
BucitEY: A man can't have a working
intelligence, as distinguished from an ab-
stract intelligence, without .a reasonably
sound "ideology"-a word I don't use
much.
PLAYBOY: By reasonably sound, you mean
reasonably conservative.
BUCKLEY; Yes. Conservatism is the politics
of reality.
PLAYBOY: Do you think the Administra-
tion is using Agnew in an attempt to
wrest away some of the support for
George Wallace in the South?
BUCKLEY: I hope so. Anybody who can take
the 9,000,000 votes that went to George
Wallace, baptize them and rededicate
them to a hygienic conservatism certain-

ly has my best wishes. It would e as
though Adiai Stevenson had addressed
the Communist Party and urged them to
desert and follow the Democratic Party.
PLAYBOY: Kevin Phillips, in The Emerg-
ing Rcpublican Majority, argues that Re-
publicans can strengthen their current
national advantage by building an alli-
ance of heretofore solid Democratic vot-
ers in the South, already conservative
citizens in the traditionally Republican
heartland states, and middle-class whites
everywhere who are disenchanted with
costly Democratic social engineering. Do
you think this so-called Southern strategy
is a correct one for the Republican Party?
BUCKLEY: Any strategy is correct that isn't
practiced in such a way as to persecute
the people who do not acquiesce in the
goals of the winning party. Kevin Phil-
lips is saying that a single politics, in
fact, can, given the foreseeable future,
appeal to the majority of the American
people. If it follows that that particular
appeal is at the expense-indeed, has as
its intention the persecution-of people
who do not agree with it, then one
would have to renounce it. But in all the
criticism I have seen of I fr. Phillips'
book, I have never seen that made plain.
Of course, I start on the heretical as-
sumption that Southerners are people
and that, under the circumstances, it is
not immoral to appeal to somebody
merely because he is a Southerner. If
you're going to appeal to Southerners by
promising to re-enslave the black people,
then I consider that to be immoral, but I
don't see any suggestion of this in Mr-
Phillips' book. I think;, actually, that the
horror Mr. Phillips has inspired in such
people as George McGovern derives not
from any moral abhorrence of the thesis
but out of a recognition by a very shrewd
professional-which Senator McGovern
is----that Mr. Phillips has the clue to how
to stitch together a winning majority.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, McGovern's pa-
tron saint, found such a clue, which re-
mained operative for an entire generation.
PLAYBOY: Whatever the intention of Phil-
lips' Southern strategy-whidi you seem
to be endorsing, with some qualifications
-its effect is clearly to exclude blacks
from "the emerging Republican majori-
ty." And we ,note that in citing the
West's acceptance of coexistence as the
most significant development of the Six-
ties, you apparently downgrade the im-
portance of the black revolution, which
many consider the milestone of the dec-
ade. Why?
BUCKLEY: I think that the important philo-
sophical fight in the area of American
black-white relations was won by Abra-
ham Lincoln, who insisted on the meta
physical fact of human equality. This
was the great achievement of the Ameri-
cai. 19th Century. The next milestone, as
far as the Negroes are concerned, will
come when whites turn to-and seek out
-Negroes as n yenult of their individual

achievements. This has come in some
places and will come in others, but it is
going to take time. It is certainly open to
speculation whether all of the activities
of the past 15 years have significantly
accelerated that emancipation.
PLAYBOY: Do you think the black struggle
in the past 15 years has rclardccd that
emancipation?

BUCKLEY, America has, lately, given herself
over to the promulgation of unrealizable
goals, which dooms her to frustration, if
not to de4spair. Voegelin calls it the im-
manentizf:tion of the cschaton-broadly
speaking, consigning that which properly
belongs to the end of life to the tempo-
ral order. That can lead only to grave
dissatisfactions. The very idea of "Free-
dom now" was ate invitation to frustra-
tion. Now means something or it means
nothing. When months and then years
went by and the kind of dream that
Martin Luther King spoke about in 1963
in Washington didn't come true, a total-
ly predictable frustration set in. It is one
thing to engage in great ventures in
amelioration; it is another to engage in
great ventures in utopianization.
PLAYBOY: Couldn't it be argued that the
career of Martin Luther King-even if it
didn't create freedom-inspired a sense
of dignity in the masses of black people?
BucKLEY: It could. It could also be argued
that the dignity was already there. What
Dr. King inspired was more nearly self-
assertion, which sometimes is and some-
times isn't the same as dignity.
PLAYBOY: Your belief that black Ameri-
cans had dignity before the appearance
of King strikes us as less important than
the fact that millions of blacks them-
selves didn't think so.
BUCKLEY, Look. There was anti-black dis-
crimination pre-King, there is anti-black
discrimination post-icing. If dignity is
something that comes to you only after
you succeed in putting an end to dis-
crimination, then the blacks didn't have
dignity then and don't have it now. If
dignity is something that comes to you
by transcending discrimination, then
say they had it then even as they have it
now. What some blacks-and a lot of
whites-now have, which is distinctive, is
a greater tendency to self-assertion. I am
trying to insist that that isn't the same as
dignity.
PLAYBOY: In an Atlantic magazine inter-
view on the occasion of your unsuccess-
ful candidacy for membership in the Yale
Corporation two years ago, you made the
unluckily timed crack: "It was only a very
few years ago that official Yale conferred
a doctor of laws on Martin Luther King,
who more clearly qualifies as a doctor of
lawbreaking." A few weeks later, Dr.

King was assassinated. Did 'you regret the

publication of your quote? And do yo
think of Martin Luther King as a perni
cious force in American history?
BUCKLEY: I regret but am philosophic
about the fact that there is a load tun



in jcadt'nal'tstn, so that you soul s field
r}'ndnsell readin"I something that is inap-

propriate the day you read it, which,
liolveler, tots altogether appropriate the
day you WO)((' it. Look magarinc's cover,
:after ,j.V.K.'s assassination, had on it,
"Kennedy Could Lose." As regards
what I wrote. I think it was correct.
I Wrote it a couple of days after Dr.
Kitlg threatened massive civil tdisobedi
cute if the forthcoming demands of his
poverty marchers were not met. I don't
grant to answer your question about
whether he will be-seen as a good or a
bad force in history, because I don't
know. He was clearly a bad force on the
matter of obeying the law. His attempt
to sanctify civil disobedience is tit least
one of his legacies; if it emerges as his
principal legacy. then he should cer-
tainly be remembered as a bad force.
If, on 'the other hand, his principal
legacy emerges-.the wrinkles having been
ironed out by the passage of time-as a
Spiritual leader Of an oppressed people
whom he urged on to great endeavors,
then he will be a great historical force.
PLAYBOY: Could you yourself ever justify
breaking a law?

BtJCKLEY: Yes. I would justify the breaking
of a law that, by more or less settled
agreement on the separation of powers
since the time of Christ, is ontologically
outside the state's jurisdiction. • Fol• ill-
Stance, when the government of Mexico,
beginning a government or two after the
overthrow of Diaz, forbade Mexicans to
attend church, hundreds of thousands of
them (lid so anyway, in underground
churches. It seems to me that this is an
excellent example of justified breaking of
the law, against which there could be no
reasonable recrimination.

PLAYBOY: Then it depends on the individ-
ual's idea of the character of the govern-
ment as well as of the laws. '
BUCKLEY: No, it doesn't. I didn't say
the individual's idea and I didn't say the
character of the government. I said the
settled idea of the separation of powers
and I said the character of the law, not
of the government. Scholars, secular and
religious, have agreed for 2000 years that
the state has no business interfering in
the traffic between man and his God; any
attempt to do so breaks the legal bond
that the government has over the indi-
vidual. I assume, of course, that we are
talking about free or relatively free socie-
ties. If we're talking about totalitarian
societies, the essential relationship of the
subject to the slavemaster ought to be
mutinous.
PLAYBOY: Since you have referred to the
religious justification for lawbreaking:
Do you think a young man has the right
to use the Fifth Commandment-thou
shalt not kill-as justification for refus-
ing induction into the Armed Forces?
BUCKLEY: The Fifth Commandment obvi-
ously is not a proscription against taking
another man's life under any circum-
stances . Moses led a pretty robust army

even :after he came down from aft. SW
The rendering should have been, -I'llou
shah not murder." I ant not correcting
God-l-Te had it right. `flee imprecision
was 1t.111g ,^:11n('ti'

PLAYBOY. )'Oil said that tile essential rela-
tionship of subject to sl vemaster ought
to he mutinous in totalitarian societies.
Aren't there degrees of t:frecdom-.--and
isn't there a point at which the erosion
of freedom must be resisted, perhaps by
civil disobedience?
BUCKLEY: There is a point at which an
individual citizen rejects his society. He
has at that point several options. One is
to leave. The society ought not to hinder
his doing so. A second is to agitate for
reform. The society ought to protect his
right to do so. A third is to drop out.
The society ought to let him alone, to
the extent it is possible to disengage
reciprocating gears. A fourth is to dis-
obey the laws or to revolutionize. In
that event, the society ought to imprison,
exile Or execute him.
PLAYBOY: You've identified what you con
sic€er the utopianism of Martin Luther
King's call for "Freedom now" as a nega-
tive aspect of the civil rights revolution.
Do you see any positive aspects to that
revolution?
BUCKLEY: Yes, several. I supported Dr.
King in Montgomery. I very much be-
lieve in voluntary boycotts. If Woolworth
isn't going to let you, sit down and buy a
Coca-Cola, then, goddamn it, don't pa-
tronize Woolworth. I certainly believe in
equal access to public accommodations
and I have always opposed the denial to
anyone of any constitutionally specified
right, by reason of race, color or creed.
PLAYBOY: Including the right to vote?
BUCKLEY: Yes.
PLAYBOY: But you have argued, haven't.
you, for limiting the franchise?
BUCKLEY: Yes. I think too many people are
voting.
PLAYBOY: Whom would you exclude?
BUCKLEY: A while ago, George Gallup dis-
covered that 25 percent or so of the
American people had never heard of the
United Nations. I think; if we could find
that 25 percent, they'd be reasonable can-
didates for temporary disfranchisement.
PLAYBOY: How would you find them?
BUCKLEY: Ask the Ford Foundation where
they are. Incidentally, there's an interest-
ing paradox here. I think that as power
is centralized, one can make less of a case
.for extending. the vote. In the ideal
world where power is decentralized-in
my kind of a world-one wouldn't have
to know what the United Nations was in
order to assess intelligently the local situ-
ation and express yourself on it.
PLAYBOY: You didn't include the school-
desegregation decision of the Supreme
Court in your list of the beneficent
results of the civil rights movement. Why?
BUCKLEY: When Brown vs. Board of Edu-
cation was passed, we at National Review
called it "bad law and bad sociology." I
continue to think it was lousy law, his-

tonically and unlalytically. There ;Ire,
tuifortuuately, increasrcl grotnuls for be-
licving 111.11 it was also bad sociology. Go•
creed massive hiregralion is simply not
working :it pt'itnary and scetond:iry school
levels, and I i nic•e that. for instance in
Harlem, the voters don't list integrated
schooling as ;among tltt•ir principal tde-
m;nids. What they want, and should
have, is better education. The supersti-
Lion that this 1utomathailly hakl)ent by
clseckerboardhtg the classroom is incrcas•
ingly apparent to bl:ii.ks as well as to
whites. M$anwliile, in ills total situation,
you are king very grave risks in jeop-
ardizing the good nature. of the white
majority.
PLAYBOY: Could your concern for the
good nature of the white majority be
interpreted as acquiescence to their prej-
udice?
BUCKLEY: The word prejudice becomes a
little strained, used in that way. Look, 95
percent of the white people who live in
Washington are Democrats, political lib.
orals wliq give speeches in favor of inte•
gration'and vote for politicians who
favor integration-and then take their
children out of the public schools when
Negroes enter those schools. If you call
them prejudiced, they reply that that
isn't it, but that they want for their
children a better education than they
will get at the public schools in Wash-
ington.
PLAYBOY: If every school in the country
were integrated by law in the next two
years, wouldn't you have a generation 20
years from now that was relatively free
of race prejudice?
BUCKLEY: I fear not. There is still anti-
Italian prejudice in Jewish sections of
New York and anti-Jewish prejudice in
Italian sections of New York, and they've
been going to school together for more
than 20 years. It may be, ages hence,
when the final sociological report is sta-
pled and submitted, that we will discover
that it all had something to do with
numbers. It may be that a school that
has ten percent Negroes will be success-
ful and a school that has 30 or 40
percent Negroes won't make it; either
the whites will pull out or racial antago-
nisms will disrupt the school. Mean-
while, the things to stress and restress are
better education and better job oppor-
tunities for Negroes.
PLAYBOY: How should black demands for
better education be met-or do you
think they shouldn't be met?
BUCKLEY: The discussion so far has been
within the context of the existing system.
I have always been attracted to the twit
notions that what we need are man
more private schools and that publi
schools ought to approximate priva
schools as closely as possible, whi
means that'public schools ought to ha'
the same rights as private schools. Th
are among the reasons why I' am
strongly attracted to the so-called you
er plan, which would work th is way:



parCflt Would be given a Wlter for
S5O0•-or whatever it costs to educate a
child--which thr pat-cut would then take
1o any school, public or private, close to
house or distant. where he wanted to
matriculate that child. The school would
get its tnone} by cashing in these vouch-
ers. The virtues of the plan are the
virtues of the free-enterprise system-
concertling which, incidentally, you ;ire
strangely unctt'ious. Specifically, it gives
freedom of choice to the parent. whether
he's rich or poor. Under the voucher
plan, schools would become more conl-
petitive; they would strive to serve their
customers-namely, the students. -
PLAYBOY: How much clo you []link re-
mains to be done to improve black job
opportunities? ,
BUCKLEY: PICIlty. I ;am convinced that the
truly important way for the Negro to
advance is e(onoinically. We should, first.
deprive labor unions of their monopolis-
tic privileges. In fact, I'd (lo that any-
way, even if no Ncgroes existed, But

when we know that those privileges are
being exercised in part to prevent Ne-

groes from getting jobs in certain indus-

tries, the very least the Government
ought to do is act in lliose cases. Second,

we should encourage preferential hiring
in situations where there isn't unemploy- PLAYBOY: What are they?
ment. It's unrealistic to think that you BUCKLEY ; Powdered skim milk, bulgur
can refuse to hire a white in order to wheat, soybeans and a kind of lard. You
make room for a Negro if there is wide can make very good bread out of them,
unemployment . Point three: A revival of for instance . This bulgur wheat , i nciden-
the whole apprenticeship idea would be ] tally-which is a staple in the Mideast-
extremely useful at this point . It would - is not much liked by Americans and yet
involve, among other things, modifying Alice Roosevelt Long-worth loves it, con-
-and preferably repealing-many of the siders it a delicacy.
minimum-wage laws. I digress to say that 1 PLAYBOY: Do you agree with those ana-
the minimum-wage laws are , of course, lysts who feel that-in part because of
the great enemy , especially of teenage ' the black revolution and because of Fed-
Negroes. Professor Milton Friedman has eral "handout" programs-the general
shown that there was approximately a electorate is moving to the right?
100 percent relative rise in Negro teen- BUCKLEY. There are all sorts of conflicting
age unemployment after the last increase indices. The Moynihan plan that we just
in the minimum wage, Further, I would talked about is left by orthodox conserv-
like to see somebody draw up a sophisti - , ative standards ; if it had been proposed
cated table of tax deductions given to by Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 1933, it
individuals who hire Negroes as appren- might have gotten even him impeached
rites, the idea being to teach them a -and yet the people seem willing to
profitable trade-in construction , in dcc- accept it. But looking at the broad indi-
tricity, in plumbing, in newspaper offices,

I cations, I do feel that there is a move to
wherever. • . the right. I ' ve always believed that con-
PLAYBOY; Beyond increasing job oppor- servatism i s, as I said a while ago, the
tunities, what else can be clone to elimi- politics of reality and that reality ulti-
nate poverty in America? Specifically , mately asserts itself, in a reasonably free
are you in favor of President Nixon's society, in behalf of the Conservative posi-
welfare-reform proposals? tion . An excellent example was the race
BUCKLEY: We are eliminating poverty in
this country faster than any, society ever
has. There is a downward-bound, graph
that begins with about 50 percent of the
population poor at the turn of the cen-
tury and dips to the present, where there the rioting that followed the assassina-
are about nine percent poor, using the Lion of Martin Luther King confirmed
same indices . So my first comment is that the feeling of many young people-black
I don't want anything to interfere with and white-that American society places
the direction of that graph , which the a higher value on property than on
overhead costs and economic strategy of human life . Do you think looters should
many social -welfare programs tend to do . be shot?
Now, it may be that the curve is asymp- BUCKLEY. I reject the notion that a prop-

of freedom . So I elect it mayor to protect
use and my property effectively, with
graduated responses to various condi-
tions. If theft is an aberration-as it is,
for instance , in the Scandinavian coun-
tries-I would consider a mayor who
orders his Jcn to shoot thieves to be
absolutely barbaric . But if theft reaches
near-epidemic conditions, a different re-
sponse is indicated . I wish there were
something in between simply shouting,
"Hey€ Come backl", and shooting some-
body in the leg. Unfortunately, I fear
that when that i n-between thin-, is dis-
covered, liberals are going to come up
with elaborate reasons for not using it
-Mace being an excellent example.
PLAYBOY: Mayor Daley's shoot-to-maim
order, and his handling of demonstrators
at the Democratic Convention that same
summer, struck many observers as proof
of an authoritarian and ugly aspect of
America's turn to the right. If you had
been mayor of Chicago, would you have
handled the protesters as be did?
BUCKLEY: No. I've been pretty well satis-
fied that it was a basic mistake not to
open up Lincoln Park, You simply can't
require people to evaporate---incorporeal-
ization not being a typical human skill.
But with the exception of his ruling
on the use of the park , and the workaday
tactical errors, I think Daley's resolute-
ness was justified . Obviously, the excesses
of his police were not justified, but a lot
of Americans were glad the demonstra-
tors got beaten up. They were glad for
the commonplace reason--there 's a little
sadism in all of us-but they were also
glad because they knew goddamn well
that the chances of the demonstrators'
breaking the law with impunity were
overwhelming . It was sort of a return to
posse justice . If you knew absolutely that
Abbie Hoffman and the boys were never
going to spend a night in jail-which was
a good guess at the time-then people
figured, "What the hell , beat 'em up. At
least get that satisfaction out of it."
PLAYBOY: Is that the way you felt?
BUCKLEY . No. But I understand the feel-
ing.

totic. th a t it will never quite closeWle erty right is other than a human right-
residual, poor will, of course, have to that is, it's not an animal right or a
have some kind of a relief program . even - vegetable right. The commitment of the
as they do now. I myself would buy the state to the individual is to-protect the
Moynihan plan. or the Nixon plan , or individual 's freedom and property, prop-
the New Federalism-whatever you call erty being one of the things that mate-
itas a substitute for all existing mess- rialize from the exercise of freedom and,
tires. It may well come down to a matter therefore, in many senses , are the fruits

f American know-how moving in on a

/ongcrics of welfare systems to make wel-

farisni both more ustina;cabhe and an
instrument that itself might break the
so-called vicious cycle that everybody
agrees has disc redited the existing system.
PLAYBOY : What sort of program-if any
-(lo yog favor for eliminating hunger?
BUCKLEY: I'm attracted to the notion of
giving out four basic food materials, free.
to anybody who wants them . The cost.
according to one economist , would come
to about a billion dollars a year. The
idea is that these ingredients Would be
available at food stores to anybody-
you, me, Nelson Rockefeller-because it
simply wouldn't be worth while trying
to catch anyone who was taking the free
food and didn't need it. With such a
plan, you could officially and confidently
say that the residual hunger in America
was simply the result of people not
knowing how to utilize these materials.

riots of the mid-Sixties. Even the partici- ff= PLAYBOY: Liberals Carl Stokes and John
pants discovered that those Gadarene7 Lindsay were both re-elected mayor last
experiments were futile. year. Do these elections contradict your
PLAYBOY; Mayor Daley's celebrated order 1 general thesis of a move to the right?

election is certainly a special case. A per-
fectly reasonable assumption is that if
there had been a runoff between him and
Procaccino, even Procaccino might have

beaten him. I don't think one can con-
clude very much of an ideological nature
from the event in New York City. In the
matter of Stokes, it seems to me that

to the Chicago police to maim looters in j BUCKLEY: No, they don't. Lindsay's re-

i



there area great number owple who
practice, for reasons that I applaud, all
inverse racism; many Cleveland whites
voted for MI. Stokes precisely because lie
k a Negro. The idea is that, among
Other things, it is a good investment in
coiisert•ing America to remind a popula-
tion that is always being urged toward
cynicism that it is possible to rise tip the
ladder. But I think that Stokes is one of
the four or five truly brilliant politicians
I've ever run tip against, so I'm preju-
diced in his favor.
PLAYBOY: Would you practice this kind
of inverse racism?
BUCKLEY: 1'es. I think there's a very good
argument for voting for a Negro because
lie's a Negro-until such time as it be-
comes simply redundant to make such a
demonstration. I wouldn't vote for a Jew
because he was a Jew, because it seemsto
me that the time has long since passed
when it was necessary to demonstrate
that a Jew can rise as high as he wants
to. This is not the case with the Negro.
PLAYBOY: Haven't you used this argument
to suggest that America should have a
black President?
BUCKLEY: Yes, I have. I would take great
pleasure in the pride that would come to
the black community if there were a
Negro in (lie White House. I think it's
worth working for.
PLAYBOY: The possibility of a black
American President seems remote in at
decade that is opening with a widespread
crackdown on such militant black groups
as the Black Panthers. Do you think
there is a campaign to exterminate the
Panthers?
BUCKLEY: No. But I think there should be.
I mean, obviously, to exterminate the
movement, even as I favor the extermi.
nation of Ku Klux Klanism, though not
necessarily Ku Kluxers.
PLAYBOY: Why?

BUCKLEY. Because I am persuaded that Elie,
Panthers have solemnly registered their
basic goals, which are to rob people, by
category, of their rights to life, to liberty,
to freedom; and because they are'arming
themselves for that purpose. Any organi••
zation caught-as the Panthers have
been caught time and time again-with
caches of machine guns and grenades
and Molotov cocktails is presumptively
guilty of non-Platonic ambitions. Every
state in the Union forbids that sort of
stockpiling of arms.
PLAYBOY: Where have the Panthers indi-
cated that their basic goal is to rob
people of their rights?
BUCttLfY: In their literature. Read it. I
don't carry it around. It is as thoroughly
impregnated witl>, genocidal anti-white
racism as ever the Nazis' was with anti-
Semitism. And it makes no difference to the
Panthers where on the left-right spectrum
the white politician stands. On the death
of Bobby Kennedy, the Black Panthers'
national newspaper ran a photograph of
him lying in a pool of his own blood in
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a pig replacing the head of Mr. •ne- by lie use of the same weapons: intimi-
dy. The rhetorical totalism suggested dation and. it is now alleged by one or
here, combined with the doctrinal gcno- two grand furies, both rnur•dc•r and con-
cidal passions, suggest to me that wltatcv- sl>ir.u'y to murder. So € say: Lei's do to

-er was the appropriate attitude toward therm what I wish we had done to the
Goebbels in, say I930, is appropriate, in Ilan 50 years ago.
1970. toward the Black Panthers. PLAYBOY: When you s:ay drat we should
PLAYBOY: Doesn't the publication of such not tolerate a groula of dissenters such as
a picture, however repugnant, Come 1111- tits 1':uithcrs, what do you propose we clo
der the protection of the First Amend- about them?
merit? BUCKLEY- Society has three sanctions avail-
BUCKLEY: It does, formalistically; which is able for dealing with dissenters of this
why I included actions-the Panthers' kind. There is Lite whole family of social
stockpiling of weapons-among the rea- sanctions;I if they don't work, we then
sons why I think their extermination as have legsst sanctions; if the legal sang
a movement is desirable. But I would tions don't work, we, are forced to use
like to note that it is it naive liberal military sanctions. As an.example of the
assumption to think that the Bill of social sanctions, I give: you what has
Rights protects every manner of written happened to Gerald L. K. Smith, the
or spoken dissent. In the heyday of fierce anti-Scmitc, Would Smith be invit-
McCarthyism, Professor Samuel Stouffer ed to join the sponsoring group of the
from Harvard did one of those Travels Lincoln Center? If be gave a $1000
with Charley bits around the country to contribution to the President's Club,
discover the extent to which the Bill of . would he be admitted as a member? No.
Rights was an article of practical faith Gerald L. K. Smith has been effectively
held by the American people. He found isolated in America, and I'm glad that he
out that something like 75 percent of us has been. After such an experience as
didn't believe that merribers of the Corn- we have seen in the 20th Century of what
munist Party should enjoy any rights. happens-or what can happen---when
Needless to say, he wrote a horrified people call for genocidal persecutions of
book about his findings. Now, it is ex- other people, we have got to use whatev-
t.r'cardy easy for people with all idkolo- cr is the miitinlal resoin•ee trvailalde to
gized knowledge of Amer'ic'an history to, society to keep th:u sort Of thing ft•ont
suppose that this is something new, let growing. If the social sanctions work,
alone that it is impossible to compose a then you have the Jeffersonian situation,
theoretical defense of it. But it is appar- n which libertarian rodomontade is
ant to me that the profoundest studies of onanistieally satisfying-a society in which
what, for instance, Thomas Jefferson or the least possible force is the effective
Abraham Lincoln meant by freedom was agent Of that society's cohesiveness. I
at freedom chat was severely limited, even would like to see people like Bobby
theoretically, in the right it absolutely Scale and Eldridge Cleaver treated at
granted to anyone to call for the persecu- least as badly as Gerald L. K. Smith has
tion, let alone the liquidation, of others, been. But no, They get applauded, they
When Jefferson said, "Those who wish get invited to college campuses, they get
to dissolve the Union or to change the listened to attentatively on radio and
republican form of government should on television-they are invited to Leon-
stand undisturbed as monuments of the and Bernstein's salonsall of which
safety with'which error of opinion may 1 sakes rather glamorous a position that,
be tolerated where reason is left free to i my judgment, ought to be execrated.
combat it;" I am convinced by such PLAYBOY: They also get jailed, exiled and
scholars as Harry Jaffa that he meant even shot.
not that we should grant freedom to the BUCKLEY-. Cleaver was jailed for commit-
enemies of freedom because they are ting rape, which Gerald L. K. Smith
entitled to it but that we should -rant hasn't clone, so far as I know. And he was
freedom to the enemies of freedom be. wounded after a shoot-out %vith Oakland
cause we can afford to indulge them that police. Huey Newton was convicted of
freedom. Accordingly, it becomes a prat- voluntary munshtughter. A kiln;; of there
deal rather than a theoretical considera- are up now for murder and conspiracy, to
tion whether, at any given moment in terrorize. Now, I'll -rant you this: I have
American history, a particular group of not been satisfied that the killing of
dissenters whose dissent is based on the Cleaver's buddy in that particular battle
desire to rob other people of their free- in Oakland-the young man Who walked
dom ought to be tolerated, out of the house in his shorts and T-Shirt
PLAYBOY: Are we at such a moment in ---was justified. The policeman who
history-when we can't afford that free- killed him may have panicked, as other,

dom to a few hundred out of 200,000,000 of us have clone, with less tragic conse

Americans? quences, to be sure. But lie wasn't actin
BUCKLEY: Quite possibly. I don't think the on orders from J. Edgar Hoover, whos
Panthers are in a position to take over sins, if there are any, are explicit rash
the country, any more than the Klan than implicit. But to return to n
was. But the Klan deprived particular point, if I may, about the attend
people in particular places of their lavished on such people: The same, to
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